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1. INTRODUCTION 
Given a permutation s on a finite set Q of order n, define c(s) to be the 
number of cycles of s and Ind(s) = 12 - c(s). 
Define a genus g system to be a triple (G, Q, S), where Q is a finite set, 
G is a transitive subgroup of Sym(Q), and S = ( gj: 1 <j d r) is a family of 
elements of G# such that G=(S), g,...g,= 1, and 
2(1Ql f g- I)= i Ind(gj). 
j=l 
This condition is equivalent to the existence of a branched covering of the 
Riemann sphere by a Reimann surface of genus g with monodromy group 
G (cf. [2, Sec. 01). 
Thompson conjectures that if (G, Q, 5’) is a genus 0 system then the com- 
position factors of G are, with a finite number of exceptions, of prime order 
or alternating groups. Moreover Thompson has observed that the conjec- 
ture reduces to the case where G is primitive on L?. In that event the 
general structure of G and its representation on D are described in [l], 
where the primitive groups are shown to fall into one of five classes. 
Guralnick has suggested a stronger conjecture: There exist constants C, 
and C, such that if (G, Sz, S) is a primitive genus g system then either 
n Q C, g-l- C, or the composition factors of G are of prime order or alter- 
nating groups. (Actually Guralnick did not go so far as to demand the 
bound be linear in g, but the flavor is the same.) 
This paper takes a step toward establishing the Thompson and 
Guralnick conjectures by proving the conjectures hold for one of the five 
classes of primitive groups of [l]. Namely, we consider the class C2 of 
Theorem 1 of [ 11, which satisfies the following hypothesis: 
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Hypothesis D. G is a primitive permutation group on a set Q of finite 
order IZ, H is the stabilizer in G of a point of Q, G has a unique minimal 
normal subgroup D which is the direct product of a set d of nonabelian 
simple groups permuted transitively by G via conjugation, 9 is a 
G-invariant partition of d into k blocks of size m > 1, and Hn D is the 
direct product of the groups H n (r), l-~ 9, with H n (r ) a full diagonal 
subgroup of (r ). 
Our constants are built into the following hypothesis: 
Hypothesis DS. (G, Q, S) is a genus g system such that (G, Q) satisfies 
Hypothesis D and 336(g - 1) < ~1. 
THEOREM. Assume Hypothesis DS. Then g = 0 or 1, G is of index 2 or 4 
in S, wr Z,, and up to equivalence there are 8 genus 0 systems and 11 genus 
1 systems atisfying Hypothesis DS. 
In particular the Thompson and Guralnick conjectures hold in case C2 
of Theorem 1 of [ 11. Representatives for each equivalence class are listed 
in Lemmas 11.1, 19.6, 19.7, and 19.13. Our notion of equivalence is defined 
in Section 4. In essence an equivalence is the composition of a permutation 
isomorphism with an element of the braid group. This notion of 
equivalence is chosen so that if (Gj, S,), i = 1,2, are genus g systems with 
corresponding branched coverings pi: Xi --+ Pi of the Riemann sphere P’, 
then (G,, S,) is equivalent to (G2, S,) if and only if p1 is equivalent to pz 
via the relation p1 equivalent to pz if there exist an isomorphism CI: X, -+ X, 
and an automorphism p of P’ such that ap, = p,fi. 
While the proof is reasonably long, if one is only interested in 
establishing the Thompson or Guralnick conjectures, then the proof can be 
reduced by a factor of three or four. However, it seems likely that all 
primitive genus 0 and 1 systems can be enumerated, so it seems worthwhile 
to ferret out all examples. 
In [4], Guralnick and Thompson come close to describing all primitive 
genus 0 systems in which G has an abelian regular normal subgroup; this 
is case A of Theorem 1 of [l]. They also reduce the treatment of the 
families Cl and C3 of [l] to the study of primitive representations of 
almost simple groups G such that IFix(s)l/lQl > 8 for some s E S. Finally, 
Shih has treated case B of [ 11. 
2. PRELIMINARY LEMMAS 
2.1. Let G be a finite group such that F*(G) = L is a nonabelian simple 
group. Let x be an element of G of prime order p. Then 
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(1) 1x7 2 (p2- 1)/2. 
(2) Zfp = 2 then either jxLl 245 or Lr A,, m <9, U,(2), or L,(7), 
and lxL\ is listed in Table 2.1. 
(3) Ifp = 3 then either lxLl 3 70 or Lr L,(q), q< 9, U,(2), or U,(3), 
and lxLl = 20; 40; or 56 for L E L,(5); L,(9), U,(2); or L,(7), L2(8), U,(3), 
respectively. 
(4) Ifp=5 then either lxLI 272 or LrA, and 1.~~1 = 12. 
(5) Ifp = 7 then either lxLI > 72 or L s L,(7) and lxLI = 24. 
(6) Ifp = 11 then either lx’/ 3 72 or L z,s L,( 11) and IxLl = 60. 
TABLE 2.1. 
WI 15,lO 15,36 21 28 36 36 21,28 
ProoJ We use the classification to conclude that L is a known group. 
If L is sporadic then we check the result using the table of centralizers in 
Gorenstein and Lyons [3]. 
Suppose L E A,. Then x has r cycles of Iength p and 
where E = 1 or 2. In particular lxLI B (;)(p - l)!/s and the bounds hold. 
This leaves the case where L is of Lie type in characteristic r. Suppose 
Lr L,(q). If XE L then lxLl is (q2 - 1)/S or q(q+ ~)/a for p = r9 
q = E mod p, respectively. In particular the bounds hold. If x $ L then either 
x induces a field automorphism and lxLI > rP-‘(r2p - 1)/&r* - 1) or p = 2, 
x induces a diagonal automorphism, and lxLl = q(q - a)/2. In either case 
the bounds hold. 
Similar arguments handle the case Lr U3(q)‘, G,(q), or Sz(qj. So 
assume L has Lie rank I Z 2. Let B be a Bore1 group of L and U = O,(B). 
Suppose x centralizes no r-element of L. Then lxLl 2 1 Ul. But jLI is the 
product of polynomials fj(q) in q and either fi(q)2 < I Ul or L = L,(q) anti 
fi(q) = q2 + q f 1. Hence as p divides fi(q) for some i, our bound holds 
except possibly in the exceptional case L z L,(q) and p divides q* + q-t 1, 
or for small p, q, where we check the bounds directly. 
So choose 1# V to be an x-invariant r-subgroup of L with 
V= O,(N,( Y)). Hence P = NL( V) is a proper x-invariant parabolic of L. 
Let is= P/V and 8(P) = O”(P). Then jxLl 3 15’1 /xv1 Z jX”l, so our bound 
holds by induction on I unless [Q(P), x] is solvable or p B 11 and [e(P), x] 
is one of our exceptional groups. In this last case lxVl > r*, where d = 1 i 
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r = p and d is the order of r modp if p # r. So our bounds hold unless 
possibly p = r = 2, [0(B), x] ~&(4), Sp,(2)‘, or L,(2), and x induces a 
transvection on K Then L E U,(2), L,(2), or Sp,(2), and we check the 
bound directly. 
Thus [e(P), x] is solvable. So either [d(P), x] = 1 or p < 3 and L is 
defined over GF(q) for q d 3. In the latter case choose P to be a maximal 
x-invariant parabolic. As [f?(P), x] is solvable either I< 2 or L is of type 
AS, B,, C,, or D,; we check these cases directly. 
So [0(P), x] = 1 for each choice of P. Let W= W, = (xL A P). Then 
[e(P), W] = 1 so W acts on U and hence on each parabolic M over B 
determined by an x-invariant subdiagram of the Dynkin diagram d 
of L. Unless I= p = 2 and x is nontrivial on A, we may choose A& P 
so that G= (O(P), 8(M)). By symmetry [0(w), W,] = 1, so W= WMil 
(O(P), B(M)) = G, a contradiction. 
This leaves the case I= p = 2 and x nontrivial on A, where we check the 
bounds directly. 
2.2. Let G be a finite group, L d G, and X a coset of L in G. Let j(X) 
be the number of involutions in X and d(L) the minimal degree of a non- 
principal irreducible complex character of L. Then j(X) < JLl/d(L), so if 
j(X)/lLI > l/m then L has a nontrivial complex representation of degree less 
than m. 
Proof Let I be the set of involutions in X, C the set of nonidentity 
conjugacy classes of L, n= ILI, d=d(L), and j= j(X). Let m:Ixl-+ L be 
multiplication. Then for x E L, 
where I(x) is the set of elements of I inverting x. Observe that 11(x)1 d
IC,(x)l. Therefore j’- j= 11x11 -j=ClfxEL 11(x)1 <<cx~,c Ix’1 IC,(x)l 
=n ICI. 
Also if x1, . . . . xk are the irreducible characters of L then n = 
xi am> 1+ ICI d2, so ICI <(n-1)/d*. Thus j2- j<n(n- l)/d2, so 
(j- 1)2< j2-j<n2rd2, and hence j<n/d. 
2.3. Let G be a finite group such that F*(G) = L is a nonabelian simple 
group of order n, let X be a coset of L in G, and let j(X) be the number of 
involutions in X. Then either (j(X) + 1)/n < & or L is A,,,, m < 7, L,(q), 
q<43 odd, L,(2’), e < 5, L,(3), or U,(3). 
Proof Let j = j(X). Assume (j + 1)/n 2 &. We may assume L is not one 
of the groups listed in the lemma, so n > 45 .46, and hence j/n > Q. Then 
by 2.2, L has a nontrivial complex representation of degree at most 45. 
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Then we appeal to the Classification and the representation theory of ,the 
simple groups, most particularly to Landazuri and Seitz 161. We conclude 
that G is sporadic, A, for small m, L,(q), L,(q), U,(q), or PSp,(q) for 
sma11 4, ~5421, u&h u&), pSp&), Q,+(2), 2F4(2), S-M), SP,(~), u,(3), 
L,(3), Q,(3). Check these directly. 
2.4. Let G be a finite group Ci, 16 i < 3, conjugacy classes of G, yi E Ci, 
and X the set of irreducible complex characters of G. Let T(C,, C,, C,) be 
the set of triples (x1, x2, x3) such that xi E Ci and x1 xz = xX. Then 
IT(C,, Cz, Cdl = lcll IGI IWIGI c X(YI) x(Y~X(YA x(l). 
XEX 
Proof See Problem 3.9 on p. 45 of [S]. 
2.5. Let G be a group of even order with Z(G) = 1, V, W conjugacy 
classes in G, and Y an orbital of G on V such that uv E W and (u, v) = G 
for (u, v) E Y. Then any one of the following imply there is an involution a E G 
with ua=v: 
(1) Y is self paired. 
(2) Y=((u,v):u, VEV, UVEW, G=(q)}. 
(3) There is (r, s) E Y such that z = r -‘s is inverted in G and 
Y= {(u, v): u, VE V, UVE W, U-‘VEZ~, G= (u, v)>~ 
Proof Recall Y is self paired if and only if there is g E G and (u, v) E Y 
such that (u, v) is a cycle of g in its action by conjugation on V. In 
particular if g exists then g* E C,( (u, v)), so as G = (u, v) and 2(G) = 1, 
g* = 1. That is, g is an involution. So (1) holds. 
Note next that if (u, v) E Y then vu = (uv)~-’ E (uv)~. Thus under the 
hypothesis of (2), (v, U)E Y. So (1) implies (2). Similarly, as v-lu = 
(u-‘v)-‘, (1) implies (3). 
2.6. Let G= (a, b) be solvable with Ial =2, lb1 = 3, and labI =2’ with 
e > 2. Then S4 is a homomorphic image of G. 
Proof Suppose X is a proper normal subgroup of G with (ab)2 EX. 
Then G* = G/X= (a*, (ab)*) zDln, where n = lb*1 = 1 or 3. 
Let H be a maximal normal subgroup of G. As G is solvable, IG: HI = p 
is prime. So by the previous paragraph, p = 2. Hence b E H. 
Let K be maximal subject to K a G, K< N. If b E K then as G = (a, b ), 
G/K= (Ku) z Z,, a contradiction. Thus b $ K. But HjK is an r-group for 
some prime r, so r = 3. Thus (ab)* E K, so by paragraph one, G/K= S3 and 
(ab)’ &J, where J is maximal subject to Ja G and J & K. 
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Let Ga = G/J. Then Kc? z Esn for some prime s, and as 1 # (ab)’ E Ka, 
s= 2. Thus (ab)* CI is an involution as Ka is elementary. So 
(Pa) ba = (ub)’ CI is of order 2 and hence (baa, bcr) =Aa r A,. As Aa is 
au-invariant, Ga = (aa, ba) z S4, completing the proof. 
3. GENUS g SYSTEMS 
In this section Q is a finite set of order II. Given a permutation s on D 
detinef(s) to be the number of fixed points of s on Q, 
M(s)=max{f(x)/n: XE (s)“}. 
Given real E, define a Thompson (r, E)-tuple on Q to be an r-tuple 
s = (8, 3 -a*, g,) of permutations gi of Q such that 
I 
C U(g,)>r-2-C. 
i=l 
Define the type of an r-tuple to be the unordered r-tuple (lg, 1, . . . . lg,l). 
Define the type of a genus g system (G, 52, S) to be the type of the r-tuple 
k i, . . . . g,) induced by S = (g,, . . . . g,). 
3.1. For each permutation s on D and each integer m, c(P) > c(s). 
3.2. Let (G, Q, S) be a genus g system, E = 2(g- 1)/n, and 
S=(g,:l<iir). Then 
(1) csss U(s) = r - 2 - E. 
(2) For all r-tuples (ml, . . . . m,) of integers, (gy’, . . . . gy) is a 
Thompson (r, e)-tuple. 
3.3. Let s be a permutation of Q of order m and for d dividing m let 
f(d) =f(f@). Then 
(1) 4s) = E,,,f(4 4(u))/ m, where ~5 is the Euler +-function. 
(2) Us) = Eulmf(u) d(u))/nm. 
(3) c(s) < (n + (m - 1) nM(s))/m and U(s) d (1 + M(s)(m - l))/m. 
ProoJ: The number C(m) of cycles of s of length m is (n - k)/m, where 
k is the order of the set of points fixed by at least one element of (s) of 
prime order. Thus C(m) = (Cdrm ,u(d)f(d))/m. 
Let w divide m. The cycles of length w are in Fix(s”) and as sW has order 
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m/w and sWld is of order d on Fix(P) for d dividing m/w, we conclude from 
the previous paragraph that the number C(W) of cycles of s of length w is 
Edlw &4 f(mdlWw. 
Thus as c(s) = C,,, C(w), we can write c(s) has a linear combination of 
the fixed point numbers f(u) for u dividing m, and f( u) makes a contribu- 
tion only as a term ~(u/v) f(u) v/m in C(V) for u dividing U. Therefore as 
q5(ti)=Cdlu p(d)u/d, (1) holds, and of course (1) implies (2). 
Finally by ( 1 ), 
Further C,,, d(u) = m. Thus (3) holds. 
3.4. Let s be a permutation of Q of order cb, with (c, b) = 1. For a 
dividing IsI let M(a) denote M(h) for hi (s) of order a. Then 
U(s) < (1 + M(c)(c - 1) + c(b - 1) M(b))//.+ 
Proof Let a = IsI = cb. By 3.3.2, U(s) = (1 + c1 -I- /?)/a, where 
Now a< M(c)(C,,, 4(u))+ (1 -M(c)) and we have already observed in 
the proof of 3.3 that C,,, d(u)= c. So a< 1 -i- M(c)(c- 1). Similarly for 
h E G with IhI not dividing c, M(h) < M(b), so p < M(b)(a-c) = 
M(b)c(b - 1). Thus the lemma holds. 
3.5. Zf (G, Sz, S) is a genus g system of type (24) then G is solvable, 
Proof Let S = (g,, . . . . g4}. Then each gi is an involution and 
g, .+. g, = 1, so g, g2 = g, g, is inverted by each gi. Hence 
K= (g, gz> a (S) = G, and G/K= (Kgl, Kg,) is dihedral. 
3.6. Let (G, 0, S) be a genus g system of type (m,, . . . . m,). Then 
(1) Zf G has a normal subgroup of prime index p then at least two mi 
are divisible by p. 
(2) Zf (mi, mi) = 1 for all i # j then G is perfect. 
(3) Zf S= (gl, g,, g3) and K is a proper normal subgroup of G liiith 
g, E K then G/K is cyclic and 1 G: K] divides lg,) and jg2j. 
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ProoJ: Observe (1) implies (2). Let S= (gl, ,,,, g,). If K is a normal 
subgroup of G of index p then as G = (S) and g, . . . g, = 1, at least two 
members g,, gj of S are not in K. Hence p divides mi and mj, so (1) holds. 
Finally under the hypothesis of (3), G/K= (Kgj) for i= 1,2, so (3) holds. 
3.7. Assume (G, 52, S) is a genus g system of type (m, k, I) with m < k < I 
and l/m f l/k + l/l > 1. Then 
(1) Cm, k 4 is (2, 2,0, (2, 3,0, 16 6, (2,4,4), or (3, 3, 3). 
(2) Either G is solvable or (m, k, I) = (2,3,5) and G g A,. 
ProoJ: This is in the realm of the well known. See for example Chap. II, 
Sect. 4 of Magnus [7]. 
Given an r-tuple T= (h,, . . . . h,), define 
U(T) = max{ U(hi): 1 d i < r}. 
3.8. Let T= (h,, . . . . h,) be a Thompson (r, &)-tuple. Then 
(1) U(T)B(r-2-&)/r. 
(2) r<(2+.s)/(l--U(T)). 
(3) Let Xs T be of order t <r and set V=CXEX U(x). Then 
(a) V>(l--U(T-X))(r-t)+t-2-E, and 
(b) U(T-X)>(r-2-c- V)/(r-t). 
ProoJ As r - 2 - E < Cj U(h,) ,< U(T) r, (1) and (2) hold. Similarly 
r - 2 -E < xi U(hi) < U(T- X)(r - t) + V, so (3) holds. 
3.9. Assume T is a Thompson (r, &)-tupZe with E < &, U(T) < g, and 
U(s) < &for all s E T such that s is not an involution. Then 
(1) r<5. 
(2) Ifr=5 then Tisoftype(25)andI(hET:U(h)<$}(<2. 
(3) If r = 4 and U(s) < & for IsI >4, then T is of type (23, b) or 
(22, 3, b) for some b. 
ProoJ Let U= U(T). By hypothesis Ud g, so 1 - U< g. Hence by 
3.8.2, r < g, so (1) holds. 
Suppose r = 5. If T is not of type (2’) there is s E T with U(s) < $. So by 
3.8.3.a applied to X= {s}, $2 j$- E, contradicting E < &. Similarly if 
U(h,) d g for i= 1, 2, 3, then applying 3.8.3.a to X= {h,, h,, h3) we obtain 
a contradiction. So (2) holds. 
Assume r =4 and U(s) < & for IsI > 4. If T is not of type (22, c, b) we 
apply 3.8.3.b to X= (h}, where U(h) is maximal. Then V < g and by 
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3,8.3.b, 8 > U( T- X) > &&, a contradiction. Further if b, c 2 4 then we can 
choose X= (h,, h2) with V= U(h,) + U(h,)d && so by 3.8.3.b, 
$$ Z U( T - X) >/ g, a contradiction. 
3.10. Let T= (gl, g,, g3) be a Thompson (3, &)-tuple with U(g,)a 
U(g3) UTZd U(gl) < C. Let U= lg.21 and M=M(g,). Set N,= U(g,)- l/igi\. 
Then 
(1) ad2(1-M)/(l-C-2M-&). 
(2) U(g2) >, (I- c- E)/2. 
(3) ci N,-k&>, 1 -cj lilgil. 
(4) xi Ni<3max{M(gj): l<i<3). 
Proof. Cj U(,g,)~l--e so 2U(g,)>,U(g,)+U(g,)>l-C-c Hence 
(2) holds. Further by 3.3, U(g2) Q (1 + (a - 1) M)/a. Thus 
so (1) holds. 
Part (3) is trivial and 3.3.3 implies (4). 
4. EQUIVALENCE OF GENUS g SYSTEMS AND THE BRAID GROUP 
In this section 1 # G is a finite group, r is a positive integer, I= (1, ,.~, r], 
and G’ denotes the set product of r copies of G. We also regard G’ as the 
set of functions from Z into G via the identification of x with (x1, . . . . x,) for 
each such function x: i H xi. 
For x E G’, define Prod(x) = x1 ... x, and let CD(x) be the function from 
the conjugacy classes of G into the integers defined by CD(x)(K) = 
/{i6J:xiEK)/. 
For 1< i< r, write Qi for the permutation of G’ defined by Qi: x++ y, 
where yj=xi for j#i, i+l, Y~=x~+~, and yi+r=xFtl. Denote by 
Braid(G, Y) the subgroup of Sym(G’) generated by the maps Qi, 16 i < Y. 
4.1. Let xc G’. Then 
(1) Qf:x~y where yj=xj for j#i,i+l, and y,=~~~~*+’ for
j= i, if 1. 
(2) QiQ!i+~:xb~ where yj=xj for j#i,i+l,i+2, yi=xicI, 
yj+1=xi+2, andy,+,=x~+‘X’+2. 
(3) (QjQi+ 1J3: x t-+ Y where yj=xj for j#i,i+l, i+2, and 
yj=xj xixi+lxiC2 forj=i, i+ 1, i+2. 
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4.2. (1) There is a surjkctive homomorphism (T: Braid(G, r) + Sym(1) 
such that o(Qi) = (i, i+ 1). 
(2) For each x E G’ and b E Braid(G, r), (xb)i E x$,). 
(3) ker(o)= (Qf, (QiQi+1)3: i<r, j<r-1). 
ProoJ: Let B = Braid(G, r) and let C denote the set of conjugacy classes 
of G and y: G’ + Cr the map defined by (xy), = x:. Now if xy =yy then 
xQiv = yQiy, so we have a permutation representation rc: B-+ Sym(C’) 
defined by bn: xy H xby for b E B, x E G’. 
Let K= <Q:, (QjQj+l) . 3.i<r, j<r-1). By 4.1, K<ker(n) and 
[Qi, Qk] = 1 if (i- kJ > 1. Further as G # 1, Qirc, QinQkz are nontrivial for 
if k, Thus { Qiz i< r} is a Coxeter system of type A,_ 1 for Gn, so 
K= ker(n) and there is an isomorphism p: Sym(l) -+ Gn with 
(i, i+ 1) ,u = Qirc for each i. Let o = rcpM1. Then O: G -+ Sym(1) is a 
homomorphism satisfying (1) and (3). As (2) holds for Qi it holds for each 
b E B. 
4.3. For each b E Braid(G, r), x E G’, and a E Aut(G): 
(1) Prod(x) = Prod(xb) 
(2) CD(x) = CD(xb). 
(3) xba = xab. 
ProojI This holds for b = Qi. 
4.4. Assume G is a permutation group on a set 0. Then 
(1) For each nonnegative integer g and r-tuple (a,, . . . . a,.) of positive 
integers, Braid(G, r) permutes the set Y(G, g, 9, r) of SE G’ such that 
(G, X2, S) is a genus g system of type (al, . . . . a,). 
(2) (Q:, Q:) is the kernel of the action of Braid(G, 3) on 
Y(G, g, Q, 3). 
(3) Let K be the kernel of the action of Braid(G, 4) on Y(G, g, 9,4) and 
J= (QT, Q;, Qi). Then Aut(G) J is transitive on each orbit of Aut(G) K on 
94”(G, Q, 4). 
Proof: Part (1) follows from 4.3. Let K be the kernel of the action of 
Braid(G, r) on Y(G, g, Sz, r). By 4.2.3, K= (Qf, (QiQi+1)3: i). But for 
XEY(G, g,9,3), x1x2x3= 1, so by 4.1.3, (QIQ2)3= 1. Thus (2) holds. 
Similarly if XE Y(G, g, 0,4) then h =x1x2x3 =x;‘, so x(QIQz)’ =XCI, 
where a E Aut(G) is conjugation by h. So (3) holds. 
Define two genus g systems (G, Q, S) and (H, r, T) to be equivalent if 
there exists a permutation isomorphism rc: (G, 8) -+ (H, r) and 
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b E Braid(H, r) such that Srcb = T. To check that this relation is indeed an 
equivalence relation, observe that if Qi and P, are the ith cannonical 
generators of Braid(G, I) and Braid(H, r), respectively, and Z: G -+ H 
is an isomorphism, then Qr = Pi. So if za: (K, A, R) -+ (G, CJ, 5’) and 
xb: (G, 52, S) + (H, r, T) are equivalences then (zx)(a”b): (K, A, R) -+ 
(H, r, T) is too. 
5. PROOF OF THE THEOREM BEGUN 
In this section G, Sz is assumed to satisfy hypothesis D. Thus G is a finite 
group such that F*(G) = D is the direct product of a set A of simple groups 
permuted transitively by G. Moreover there is a G-invariant partition P of 
A into k blocks of size m > 1 such that Hn D is the direct product of the 
H-conjugates of HA (r ), and for each r E 8, H R (r > is a full diagonal 
subgroup of (r). Recall n = IQ\. Let LEA and Z= (Ll. Then 
5.1. Iz = I’“- l’k. 
For XL G, write Fix(X) for the fixed point set of X on Sz and writef(X) 
for IFix(X Denote by w the point of 52 stabilized by H. 
5.2. For Fe B let D(F) be the product of any m - 1 members of F. Then 
(1) D(F) is regular on w(r). 
(2) (D(F): req is regular on 52. 
5.3. Let gE H, O,, . . . . OS be the orbits of(g) on 8, and Di= (I?Fe@i). 
Then 
(1) Each M E Q can be written a = od, . . . d, with di E Di. Moreover if 
ei E Di with a = oe, . ’ . e, then ei E (H n Di) di for all i. 
(2) f(g)=f,(g)..-f,(g), where fi(g) is the number offixedpoints of 
g on OD,. 
Proof Lemma 5.2.2 gives the existence of an expression as in (1). Given 
two such expressions, d ;‘el . . . d;‘e,EH, SO d,le,EHnDj. Thus (1) 
holds. 
Now ag=wdT.-.df, so by (l), aEFix(g) if and only ifdfE(HnDi)di 
for all i, or equivalently when wd, E Fix(g). Thus (2) holds. 
5.4. Let gE H be of prime order p fix some LEA. Let LE FEN’, 
E= (F- (L}), f be the number offixed points of g on w<F), and t be the 
number affixedpoints of g on F. Then f = IC,(g)l = /CJg)l”-l l@‘-‘)‘p~ 
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Proof By 5.2.2, E is regular on o(T), so f = IC,(g)(. Further 
IC,(g)l = c(L) I’“-f”P, where c(L) is the product of the orders IC,(g)l as 
K varies over the members of L’- (L} fixed by g. Therefore c(L) = c(K) for 
each such K, so 1 CL(g)) = I C,(g) I. Hence the lemma holds. 
5.5. Let g E H be of prime order p and semiregular on some rg 8. Let 
f be the number offixed points of g on w(T). Then 
(1) f6l"k 
(2) If m=2 then r= {L, Lgj, Hn E= C,(z) for some involutory 
automorphism n of E with Lz = Lg, and y = rcg E Aut(L) such that y2 = 1 and 
f is the number of elements vE Ly with v2 = 1. 
Proof Let E= (r > and L E r. There exists an element 7~ EAut(E) such 
that (z) is regular on r and H n E = CE(z). By 5.2, each tl E WE can be 
written uniquely as c1= w n, j yii, with y0 = ~iircpi’j, 0 < i < m/p, 0 <j< p, 
XiiEL, x00= 1. We choose rc so that (Lz’~+~)~= LniP+jtl, where the 
j-indices are read modulo p. Thus CI E Fix(g) if and only if 
n,i y,’ yfjP1 E H. As HA E = C,(n), this holds precisely when there 
exists ye L with yrcipfj= y,i’yfj-i for all i, j. Indeed as xoo= 1, 
Y=Yi,*-l and c1 is determined by the elements xi, p _ i, 0 d i < m/p. There- 
fore f< Imlp. 
Next assume m = 2. Then as g is semiregular on r, g is an involution. 
Write g for the automorphism of E induced by g and y = rcg E Aut(L). Then 
a = w(x7c) is fixed by g if and only if (xy)(x-‘rc) = y(yz) for some y E L. 
That is y=xy =x-r. So f = IL(y)/, where I(y) is the set of elements of L 
inverted by y. 
Now <n > = CA,tcE,W n El, so as gEH, [g,n]=l. Thus y2=1. 
Moreover the map u H uy is a bijection between I(y) and the set of v in Ly 
with v2 = 1. 
5.6. Let gc H be of prime order p and rE:8 with Tg#J: Let 
A = (Tgz: 0 < i < p). Then gfixes exactly l’“- ‘) of the Ip’“- ‘) points of WA. 
Proof Let LEP, B= (r- {L}), and E= (Beg)). Then E is regular 
on WA by 5.2, so the number of fixed points of g on WA is /C,(g)/ = I”-‘. 
5.7. Let g be an involution in H. Then one of the following holds: 
(1) Mk&h. 
(2) m=2 and there exist rep and LET such that f(g)=(C,(g)( 
and [A - I’, g] = 1. In particular either M(g) < & or L and M(g) are listed 
in Table A, or L z A,, A,, or U,(2), g induces an outer automorphism on L, 
and M(g) < &, 8, &, respectively. 
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(3) m = 2 and there exist TE 9, LEE, and y~Aut(L) such that 
[A - r, g] = 1, g is regular on r, and f (g) is the number of elements vE L1: 
with v2 = 1. In particular either M(g) 6 & or L and M(g) are listed in 
Table A or LZ L,(2”), e< 5, L,(3), or U,(3) and M(g) < 2’/(22’- l), A, or 
&, respectively. 
(4) m = 2, k > 1, and LZ A, or L,(2), and M(g) < g or $, respec- 
tively. 
Proof: First if g $ G, then M(g) < l/1 by 5.3.2 and 5.6. But I > 60, so (1) 
holds. 
So assume g E G, and let rE $9’ and LE K If g acts on L then by 5.4, 
either M(g) < l/Z< &, or g fixes r pointwise and f&z, = IL: CL(g)ll-m, 
where n1 = Iw(T)) = I”- ’ and fi is the number of fixed points of g on 
w(T). By 2.1, IL: C,(g)1 245 unless L is described in (2) or TableA, 
where at least IL: C,(g)] >, 10. Thus if (1) fails then m = 2. 
Suppose [%, g] # 1 for some 0~.??-- (r), and let rz2= lo(%)j andf, the 
number of fixed points of g on w( %). Then we have seen that f2/nz f & if 
g fixes some member of 8, while if g fixes no member of % then f2/n2 < & 
from the discussion in the next paragraph. Note this minimum value is 
achievedwhenL=A,,andf2/n,d~ifL#A,.ThusM(g)~ff,JC,/n1n2e~ 
and M(g) < & unless L r A5. So the result holds in this case. 
Finally assume g is semiregular on r and M(g) > &. Then by 5.5, m = 2 
and there exists an automorphism y of L such that fi is the number of 
elements v E Ly with v2 = 1. By 2.3, either f&z, = fill < $ or L is described 
in (3) or Table A. 
Denote by Y the set of involutions g E G such that there are components 
L, KE A with [D, g] = LK, and with m = 2 if L # Lg. Notice that by 5.4, 
this forces m = 2 and (L, K} E 9. Write 9 for Y - G, . Table A lists the 
groups L for which M(g) is small for g E 9. Row 1 lists M(g) for g E Y 
with the automorphism y of 5.7.3 inner, row 2 lists M(g) for g E Y with y 
outer, row 3 lists M(g) for g E Y inducing an inner automorphism on L, 
and row 4 lists M(g) for g E 9 inducing an outer autamorphism on L. The 
listings for L,(q) are for q odd. Note A, r L,(9); the listings for the outer 
automorphisms in A, are those not in PGL,(9). 
TABLE A 
L L,(q) 
% 
J OUE 
in 
out 
2/dq + 6) 
2/q(q - El 
23jl80 5311260 
l/12, l/l0 l/20 
l/45 l/l05 
l/15, l/36 l/21, l/l05 
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5.8. Let g be an element of H of od prime order p. Then 
(1) Either M(g) < 1/60pp2 or gEGd and M(g) < IL: CL(g)llMm for 
each LEA. 
(2) M(g)<2/(p2-1). 
(3) Ifp=5 theneitherM(g)<$orLrA,,m=2,andM(g)=&. 
(4) lfp = 3 then either M(g) < & or L z A,, m = 2, and M(g) < &. Ij” 
L is not L,(q), q< 11, U,(2), or U,(q) then M(g)< &. 
(5) Ifp = 7 then either M(g) < $ or L g L*(7), m = 2, and M(g) < &. 
(6) Ifp=ll then M(g)<&or LrL,(ll), m=2, and&f(g)<&. 
ProoJ If g $ G, then M(g) < (&JpP1 by 5.6. So let g act on r~ 9 and 
let LEJ: If g$G,, then M(g) < (&#‘-* by 5.4 and 5.5. So take g E G,. 
Then 5.4 completes the proof of (1). To establish (2~(6), we appeal to 2.1. 
5.9. Assume either 
(1) gEF, or 
(2) g E Y, g induces an outer automorphism on some L E A, and either 
Out(L) has elementary Sylow 2-subgroups or M(g) > &. 
Then there exists a subgroup K of G of index 2 with g $ K. In particular g 
is not a square in G. 
Prooj If t E .F-, let K be the subgroup of G inducing even permu- 
tations on A. So assume the hypothesis of (2). Then by 5.7, Out(L) has 
elementary Sylow 2-groups. In this case A = iVAut(pj(H n D)/(H n D) z 
(2, x Out(L)) wrS, with A/CA, A] E E4 x Out(L) and g(Hn D) $ [A, A], 
so again there is a subgroup of G of index 2 not containing g. 
5.10. Let T= (h,, . . . . h,) be a Thompson r-tuple on Sz and LEA. Then 
(1) U(T)dg andM(T)<&. 
(2) If h E G is not an involution then U(h) Q g. 
(3) IfhEG-9 then U(h)<&$andeither U(h),<&orhEY, LEA,, 
and h induces an outer automorphism on each member of A - C,(h). 
(4) If L is not A, then U(T) d & and U(h) < &, 3, g, for h of order 
3,4, Ih( > 4, respectively. 
(5) IfL isnot A, or L,(2) then U(T)<$$and U(g)<&if(gJ>4. 
(6) Iflhl34 then U(h)<&. 
ProoJ By 3.1 and 3.3, U(T) = U(g) d (1 + M(g)(p - l))/p, where g is of 
prime order p in (s) for some s E S. If p = 2 then by 5.7, M(g) < A, so 
U(g) < g. If p is odd then by 5.8, the maximum value of U(g) = $ is 
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attained when p = 3 and Lz A,. Thus (1) holds. Further we see that (2) 
and (6) hold unless possibly U(h) < $$ for some h of order 4. But if h is of 
order 4 then by 5.9, g= h2# Y and M(h) < & if gG Y induces an outer 
automorphism on LE d. On the other hand if g E Y induces an inner 
automorphism on L then by 5.7, M(g) d h with the bound achieved when 
L = A,. Finally if g 4 Y then M(g) d & by 5.7. Thus in any case 
M(h) d g, so by 3.3.3, U(h) < 3. So (2) and (6) hold. Indeed if L is not 
A, then M(h) d &, with the bound achieved when L = L,(2), so U(h) < 5, 
which becomes relevant in (4). 
Similarly if hi G- Y then by (2) and 5.7, the minimum value of 
U(h) = $& is attained when L r A, and gE 5” induces an outer 
automorphism on L. If L is not A, or h 4: 9, then the minimum of $$ is 
attained in case (4) of 5.7. Further $$$ < &. So (3) holds. 
Assume L is not A,. The bound in (4) on U(T) is attained when 
L z L,(2) and g E Y. If h is of order 3 then by 5.8, U(h) d 6. If h is of order 
4 we observed above that U(h) < 5. If IhI> 4 then the bound of g is 
attained when Ihi= 5 and M(h) = &. So (4) holds. 
Assume L is not A, or L,(2). Then the bound in (5) on U(T) is attained 
for LzA, and gE:Y. 
5.11. Suppose mk = 2 and let L E A. Then 
(1) If t is an involution in G - G, then t E F and L is transitive on the 
involutions in tD. 
(2) Assume for each y E Aut(L) with y2 EL that L is transitive on the 
involutions in Ly and L( y ) splits over L. Then x is an involution in G with 
f(x) = 0 if and only if x is contained in a member of A. 
ProoJ: If t is an involution in G - Gd then L is transitive on the involu- 
tions in Dt. Hence (1) holds. 
Assume the hypothesis of (2) and let x be an involution in 6. As 
H n L = 1 for each LEA, f(x) = 0 if XE L. Conversely assume f(x) = 0. 
Now Hn D = { y(ya): y E L} for some isomorphism CC L -+ La, where La is 
the second component of G. Further if XE D then x= y(za) for some 
y,zELwithy2=z2=1.1fyorzis 1 thenxisinLorLol.Ifyandzare 
nontrivial then by our hypothesis there exists gE L with yg=z. Then 
xg = z(za) E H, contradicting f(x) = 0. 
So assume ~$0. There is hExDnH and as x2=1, h2EB=HnD. By 
hypothesis there is an involution u E hB. So if x 4 G, then (1) contradicts 
f(x) = 0. Finally if .x E G, then as x E uD, by hypothesis there is g E L with 
xge uLa. Similarly xg is conjugate to u in La, so f(x)= f(u) # 0, a 
contradiction. 
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5.12. Assume mk = 2 and g E G - N,(L) is of order 8. Then any one of 
the following imply U(g) - i < 5M( g)/8: 
(1) g2ED. 
(2) Out(L) has elementary abelian Sylow 2-groups. 
(3) G = (a, b) with a an involution, b of order 3, ab = g, and 
M(g)3 ft. 
ProoJ: Let s = g4 and h = g2. By 3.3.2, we must show f(h) + 2f (g) < 
2f(s). Asf(h)<f(s), it suffices to showf(g)<f(h)/2. 
As in the proof of 5.9, if Out(L) has abelian Sylow 2-groups then 
g2=hED. 
Suppose (3) holds; claim h E D. Suppose not. As mk = 2 and b is of order 
3,bENo(L). If bED then as G=(a,b), geaD, so g2ED. Thus b$D. 
Hence as Out(L) is solvable, Out(L) has S, as a homomorphic image by 
2.6. We conclude from the structure of the outer automorphism groups of 
the simple groups that L rag(q) for some prime power q. But then 
M(g) = l/IL: C,(s)1 < &, a contradiction. 
So we may assume h ED. 
We may take g E H. As h E D, f(h) = IC,(h)l as in 5.4. Indeed h fixes 
the points Hx, x E Y= C,(h), and of course Fix(g) c Fix(h), so Fix(g) 
consists of those cosets Hx, XE Y, with Hxg= Hx. Now as in 5.5, 
H n D = (x(xrr): x EL} for some involution 71 interchanging the members 
of d and centralizing g. So Fix(g) consists of the cosets Hx with x E Y and 
xgx=,Y- I. As h E H n D, h = yyZ for some y E L of order 4 with yg” = y. 
Thus if gn inverts x then gn does not invert yx, so f(g) < 1 Y//2 = f(h)/2. 
5.13. Assume mk=2 and S= (gl,..., g,}sG with g,#l and 
g, . ..g.= 1. Let A=Aut(L). Then 
(1) G<(AxA’)(t) for each tEF. 
(2) There exists ui, vie A such that gi = uivi or tu,vf for g,E No(L), 
gj 4 N,(L), respectively. 
(3) gi is of order m if and only if gi E NG(L) and the least common 
multiple of IuiJ and IviJ =m or m is even, gig No(L), and luivil =m/2. 
(4) Zf Out(L) is abelian then vi E uiL for all i. 
(5) Assume tE(S). Then G=(S) ifandonly if(ui,vi: l<i<r) is 
the projection of No(L) on A and there is no involution CI E A such that 
u;=vifor all i, l<i<r. 
ProoJ G is contained in the wreath product W= (A x A’)( t > of A by 
(t), so (1) holds. Then (1) implies (2) and (2) and an easy calculation 
give (3). 
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As G = HD and H = C,(w) for some involution w E W, vi” E u,L. So if 
Out(L) is abelian then viL = vf”L = I.+!,, and (4) holds. 
Let X= (ui, vi: i) and (S) =K. Then K< (t>(XxJP) and X is the 
projection of N,(L) on A. Further each diagunal subgroup of A x A’ is of 
the form .I= {xx’: x E A) for some involution s = t~l~l-” with a E A, and K is 
contained in the maximal subgroup J(s) = C(s) if and only ifs centralizes 
t and U,V: for all i. However s centralizes t if and only if CI is an involution, 
in which case s centralizes u ivf if and only if UT = vi. 
So if S = (G) then certainly X is the projection of N,(L) on A and no 
such a exists. Conversely under that restriction, if K(t) is contained in a 
maximal subgroup M of G, then as X contains the projection of N,(L) on 
A, M must be a diagonal subgroup, contrary to the discussion in the 
previous paragraph. 
5.14. Assume the hypothesis of 5.13 with r = 5, F n S= (g,, . . . . g4}, g, 
an involution, and G = (S). Then taking g, = t, we have 
(1) g2=taa-‘,g3=tb-1b’,gq=tcc~f,andg,=defforsomea,b,c,d, 
eeA with d2=e2= 1. 
(2) abed = ecba = 1. 
(3) If e= 1 then Ld (a, b) and [a, b] is an involution. 
(4) If d and e are involutions then L < (a, b, e), [a, b] = edab, and 
a, b, and c = (bae))’ are not inverted by a common involution a E A. 
Proof First (1) holds by 5.13. Also 1 = g, . . . g, = (abcd)(a-‘bb’c--‘e)“, 
so (2) holds. As G=(S), L<X= (a, b, c, d, e) by 5.13.4. 
If e=l then c=a-lb-’ and d=abc, so X=(a,b). Also dab=cab= 
a-lb-lab = [a, b], so [a, b] is an involution. 
So assume d and e are involutions. Then c = ea - ‘bb ’ and dab = cab =I: 
e[a, b], so [a, b] =edab. Also X= (a, b, c) and by 513.4, a, b, c are not 
inverted by a common involution. 
5.15. Assume the hypothesis of 5.13 with G= (S) and r =4, Let t = g.,. 
Then 
(1) IfSisoftype(23,2q)with~nS={g,,g,,g,),thengz=taa-“, 
g, = tb-lb’, and g, = tde’ for some a, b, d, e E A such that ledi = q, 
abd= ee’ba = 1, L < (a, b), and there exists no involution CC EA inverting a 
and b. 
(2) If S is of type (23, q) with F n S= (gl, g2) then g,= ma-*, 
g, = uv”, and g, = de’for some a, u, v, d, e E A such that u2 = v2 = dY = e4 G 
1 = aud = a- ‘ve, L < {a, u, v >, and there is no involution a E A inverting a 
with u”=v. 
481/135/2-4 
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(3) If S is of type (23, q) with q an odd prime then up to braiding 
F-nS= (gl, g2>. 
(4) IfS is of type (23,2q) with .FnS=(t> then g2=tde’, g3=uv’, 
g, = ab’for some a, b, u, v, d, e E A such that IdeJ = q, u2 = v2 = a2 = b2 = 1 = 
dua = evb, L d (u, v, a, b), and there exists no involution CI E A with ua = v 
and aa = b. 
(5) Under the hypothesis of (4), 
SQT = (s, sedds, uve-’ &, abe-lds), 
SQ: = (t, t(va)(ub)f, vaubr, ab’), 
SQ: = (t, tde’, unvb’, ad-lbe-‘), 
where s = t(e-‘d)(d-‘e)‘, so 
Qf: (a, u, b, v)+-+ (a, u, be-Id, ve-ld), 
Q$ : (a, u, b, v) ++ (a, vu, b, ub), 
Q:: (a, u, b, V)I+ (ad-‘, ud-‘, be-‘, zF’). 
(6) Assume the hypothesis of (2) with q = 2. Then 
Qg : (u, v, e) I-+ (veu, zf, e) 
Q:: (u, v, e) I--, (zf”, ve, eve). 
Proox Parts (l), (2), and (4) follow from 5.13. Assume the hypothesis 
of (3). Then as Jg,l is odd, g,ENo(L). So as IN,(L)1 is even, [TnSJ =2. 
Hence (3) holds. 
Note for p, y E A that 
tBYC=4P, Y), 
where s(p, y) = t(y-l/?)(B-‘y)f= (p-‘y)(r-‘P)‘. Hence for 6 E A, J8”= 67’. 
In particular in (4), by 4.4.1, SQ: = (s, sedder, uv’, ab’), where s = s(d, e). 
Further V’ = vemlet = ve-’ ds and similarly b’ = be-’ ds. So Qf : (a, u, b, v) E+ 
(a, u, be-’ “, up-’ d ). The other parts of (5) and (6) follow similarly. 
5.16. Assume the hypothesis of 5.13 with G = (S), r = 3, and I g,J = 2. 
Then 
(1) Ift=glEF andg,EN,(L) then b=jg,( is even, g3=uvf, and 
g, = tu-k’for u, v E A such that L < (u, v), (WI = b/2, the least common 
multiple of (uj and Jvj is (g,/, and there is no involution CIE A with u’=v. 
(2) If lg31 = p is prime then g, E N,(L) and, in the notation of part 
(1 ), u and v are of order p. 
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5.17. Assume the hypothesis of 5.13 with G= (S), r = 3, g, EY- F, 
1 g,] = 2c, c odd, and ) g,l = b. Then 
(1) b is even, g, = taa’ for some t E F-, a E A of order c, g, = uv’, and 
g, = t de’, where u2 = v2 = uad = vae = 1, Idel = b/2, L < (u, v, a>, and there 
exists no involution a E C,(a) with ua = v. 
(2) SQ: = (ulvT, sa,a;, sd,e;), where s = t(de-‘)(ed-l)’ and 
(4, vl, al) = (4 u, a)“‘. 
(3) SQ?j = (u2v~, sa,a& sd,e”,) where s = t(e-ld)(d-‘e)’ and 
(u2, v2, a21 = (u, 0, uY. 
(4) S’= (vu’, taa’, ted’), so t: (u, v, a) H (v, u, a). 
(5) If’ 2c=b=6 then SQ2=(u3u;, sa,as,sd,es) where s= 
t(ed)2 (de)2’ and (u,, vg, a3) = (u, vauaUo, uava). 
Proof. The arguments are similar to those in the proof of 5.15. For 
example assume the hypothesis of (5). Then SQ2 = (uv’, tde’, (taa’)de’). 
Indeed t = g: is mapped to (tde’)3 = t(ded)(ede)‘=s. Also tde’= 
s(ede)(ded)’ de’= s(ed)2 (de)2’ with (de)2’ = (de)2(ded)s = [(ede)(de)2 (ded)]” 
= (ed)‘“. Finally (ed)’ = (ed)-’ = d-‘e-’ = uava, ded= e-‘(ed)2 = vauava, 
and v’= vcdedjs. So (u3, v3, a3) = (u, vauaua, uava). 
5.18. Let h E H of order 4 with {L, Lh) E r and set s= h2. Then 
(1) The number of fixed points of h on WL is the number of elements 
in CL(s) inverted by the automorphism y = ah of LLh, where M is the involu- 
tion interchanging L and Lh with Hn LLh = CLLn(a). 
(2) y2=s. 
(3) IfLLh= [II, s] then U(h)<%. 
(4) Assume LLh = [II, s] and Lr L,(q), 9 <q < 25, A,, L,(8), or 
L2( 16). Then U(h) < $$. 
Proof The proof of (1) is analogous to that of 5.5.2. For (2) observe 
that as h E H and Hn LLh= CLLh(a), [a, h] E C(LLh). Thus y2 = (ah)2 = 
a2h2=h2-S 
It rema&, to prove (3) and (4), so we assume LLh = [D, s]. By 3.3.3, 
U(h) < (I+ 3M(s))/4, so U(h) B C if M(s) Q (4C- 1)/3. In particular if 
M(s) < & then U(h) < g, so (3) holds. Similarly (4) holds if M(s) Q &. So 
we assume M(s) > &, &, in proving (3), (4), respectively. Hence by 5.92, 
s induces an inner automorphism on L unless we are proving (4) and 
Out(L) is not elementary abelian. But then by the hypothesis of (4), 
L z L,(16), so M(s) < & < &. 
So s induces an inner automorphism on L and then as [D, sj = LLh, 
s E LLh. Now by 5.7, M(s) < & or L r A, or L,(2) and M(s) = $ or &, 
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respectively. In the latter case we use (1) and (2) to calculate f(h)/n = 8, 
$, respectively. Then 3.3.2 establishes (3). 
So assume the hypothesis of (4). Then by 5.7, as M(s) > &, L cz A6 or 
L,(ll) and M(s) = & or &, while from (1) and (2), f(h)/n < $,, &, so that 
(4) holds by 3.3.2. 
6. SOME PROPERTIES OF S5 
6.1. If a, be L with L= (a, b), then [a, b] is not an involution. 
ProoJ: As b E L, b is of order 2, 3, or 5. If b is an involution then 
T= C,(b) E SyZ,(L) is a TI-set. But [a, b] = b-“b is an involution so 
[b, b-“1 = 1 and hence a E NL( T). Then L = (a, b ) < NL( T), a contra- 
diction. 
Similarly if b is of order 3 then b-“b is of order 2, so (b, b-“) = Vr A,. 
Further b+ = b” for some v E V and C,(b) = (b ) < V, so a E K Then 
L = (a, b) < V, a contradiction. 
Thus b is of order 5. As a EL, b-” E bL. But then by 2.4, b-“b is not an 
involution, a contradiction. 
6.2. If a, b E L and [a, b] is inverted by a transposition e with 
A = (a, b, e), then there exists an involution CI E A inverting a, b, and bae. 
ProoJ: Let w = [a, b] and c= ea-lb-l = (bae)-‘. As WE L and w is 
inverted by the transposition e, ) w( < 3. As b EL, we may take 
b = (1,2)(3,4), (L2, 3), or (A 2, 3,4, 5). 
Assume first that w= 1. Then [a, b] = 1, so either (a) = (b) or 
(a, b) z E4. Suppose b is of order 3 or 5. Then A= (a, b, e) = (b, e). As 
e is a transposition this forces IbJ = 5. Hence there is an involution B invert- 
ing b and e. But then c1= abb is an involution inverting a, b, c. 
Thus we may take E= (a, b)rE,. Now as A= (a, b, e), up to 
conjugation a = (1, 3)(2,4), b = (1,2)(3,4), and e = (4, 5). But now 
c = (1,4, 5)(2, 3) and a, b, c are inverted by a = (1,4)(2, 3). 
Assume next that Iw] = 2. If (bj = 2 then b” = wb is an involution which 
is the product of involutions b, w, so A = (a, b, e) acts on the unique 
Sylow 2-subgroup of L containing w, a contradiction, Similarly if Jbl = 3 
thenasIb-“b(=2,B=~b,b”)~AA,.Thenas(b)=C,(b),aEB.Butalso 
e E C(w) <N(B), contradicting A = (a, b, e). So b = (1,2,3,4,5) and up to 
conjugation under (b), w = (1, 3)(2,4) and UE (b)(5,2,4, 3). This 
contradicts a EL. 
This leaves (w( = 3. Let b, =ab and a, = b-l. Then [a,, b,] = w and 
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A = (a,, bi, e). Further if fi is an involution in A inverting a,, b,, and 
b,a,e = ae, then a = b/? is an involution inverting a, b, and bae. So if 
necessary, we may replace a, b by a,, b,. 
If b = (1,2)(3,4) then b inverts w and up to conjugation under C(b), 
w = (1, 2, 5) and a = (1, 2, 5), (1, 3, 2, 4, 5), or (1, 4, 2, 3, 5). The first case is 
out as then (a, b, e) <N((w)). In the remaining two cases jabI = 5 and 
we use the previous paragraph to reduce to Ibl = 5. 
Ifb=(l,2,3)thenuptoconjugationw=(l,2,4)and 
a= (L2, 3,4, 5), (1, 3, 2,4, 5), or (L4, 5). 
In the first and third cases labi = 5, so we use a remark above to reduce to 
j b ( = 5. In the second case we find 1 babl = 5 and replace (a, b) by 
(Q, b2) = (b-l, bu.b), observing that [a,, b,] = w, b,a,e = bae, and if p is 
an involution inverting a2 and b, then b inverts a and b. This reduces us 
to the case Jbl = 5. 
So b= (1,2,3,4,5). Here w = (2,5,4) and a~ (b)(4,3,2). As usual we 
find a, b, c inverted by a common involution. 
6.3. Let U, V be cyclic subgroups of A. Then one of the following holds: 
(1) U and V are inverted by a common involution of A. 
(2) (I~l,I~l}={4,5}~~~I~~,~~I=~~. 
(3) Ub U1, Vd V, with U,z V,rZ, and [(U,, V,)l=20. 
Proof. Assume U, V are a counter example. Let JZ be the set of 
maximal cyclic subgroups of A and J& the set of ME J%’ of order i. Then 
J&Z = J& u J& u J& and A is transitive on AZ. If the result holds for 
U, VE J&’ it is easy to see it holds in general, so we may take U, VE JZ?‘. As 
each member of &? is inverted in A, U # V. 
Suppose I UI = 5. As U is transitive on J%‘~ - (U) and involutions in L 
invert two members of J?‘~, V # J&. Similarly M g J& is regular on JZ& and 
each involution in L inverts a member of J& and J&&, so V 4 k&. I-Ience 
VE J&, so V normalizes two members U, and U2 of J$‘~ and V is transitive 
on J& - { U, , U,>. Then as an involution in L inverting V inverts a 
member of J& - { Ui, U,}, (1) or (2) holds. 
So neither U nor V is of order 5. Suppose I Uj = 6. Then NA(U) is ~ht: 
stabilizer of a a-subset of (1, . . . . 5}, and hence has two orbits on 4, - (U). 
A representative in each of these orbits is inverted by an involution 
invertirq U, so VE J&. Therefore NA( V) has three orbits on J& and a 
representative for each is inverted by an involution inverting V. 
We have reduced to the case U, V E &$. Then up to conjugation in A 
either (U,V)zSs, or U=((l,2,3,4)) and V=((1,2,3,5)) or 
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(( 1,3,2,5)). Thus U and V are inverted by a common involution except 
in the last case, where (3) holds. 
6.4. Let u be an involution in A, v E uL, a E A#, and (au1 = Ia-‘vi. Then 
one of the following holds: 
(1) There exists an involution CI E A inverting a with ua = v. 
(2) Up to conjugation in A, a= (1, 2, 3,4); u or v is (1,2)(3, 5); 
lau] =4; and ](a, u, v)] =20. 
(3) a is an involution and (a, u, v) zD,,. 
ProoJ: If ]auJ = 1 then a = u = v, while if [au] = 2 then u and v invert a. 
In either case the lemma is easy. So: 
(A) [au1 > 2. 
PI a is not an involution. 
If a is an involution then au and au are elements of the same order m 
inverted by a. But by (A), m > 2, so au E (au)” and C,(au) is transitive on 
the conjugates of a inverting au. Hence there is c E C,(a) with (au)c = au. 
Thus uc= v. Now C,(a) has a cyclic subgroup B of index 2 with each 
element of C,(a) - B an involution. Thus if c # B we are done, so take 
c E B. But if m = 5 then B< NA( (au)), so that (3) holds. Hence m # 5, so 
that there is dE C,( (a, au)). Then CI = cd works. 
Before proceeding further note that (a-%)” = vu-’ = (au)-‘, so 
Jaul = /a-‘VI = (VI. We use this remark explicitly in the next few reductions. 
(C) Ial # 3 or 6. 
If so we may take a = a3 or a6, where a3 = (1,2,3) and 
a6 = (1,2, 3)(4,5). Now representatives of the orbits of (a) on involutions 
are U= (4,5), t&2), U,4), U,2)(4,5), (1,4)(2, 5), and (1,2)(3,4) with a3u 
of order 6, 2, 4, 2, 5, 3 and agu of order 3, 6, 5, 2, 6, 4, respectively. In par- 
ticular (a) is transitive on the set of involutions w E uL with laul = jaw(, so 
by a remark above, v E u(~‘). Hence in the first case u = v and the lemma is 
clear. The fourth case is out by (A). In the second case u” interchanges u 
and v and inverts a. In the remaining cases N= NA( (a)) acts faithfully on 
uN of length 6 as D12, so each pair of elements of uN is interchanged by an 
element of N- C(a), and these are all involutions. 
(D) I4 $4. 
If so we may take a = (1,2, 3,4). Then representatives of the orbits of 
(a) on involutions are u = (1, 3), (1,2), (1, 5), (1, 3)(2,4), (1,2)(3,4), 
(1, 2)(3, 5), and (1, 3)(2, 5) with au of order 2, 3, 5, 4, 2, 4, 6, respectively. If
U, v are in the fourth case then u = v and the lemma is clear. By (A), u is 
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not in the first or fifth case. In the second, third, and seventh cases, 
N=N,( (a)) acts faithfully as D, on tiN of length 4, so each pair of 
elements is interchanged by an involution inverting a. This leaves the case 
where u = a2 and u = (1,2)(3,5), and the case u = (1,2)(3, 5), UE #. In the 
latter case as 2, # 2P for CI f N - (a ), 0 E u <a>. Then in either case, (2) holds 
(El I4 $5. 
If so we may take a = (1,2, 3,4, 5). Representatives for the orbits of (a) 
on involutions are u = (1,2), (1, 3), (1,2)(3,4), (1, 3)(2,4), (1,4)(2, 3) with 
au of order 5,6, 3, 5,2, respectively. In each case N = NL( (a)) acts faith- 
fully on z?’ as D,, of length 5, so the lemma holds. 
6.5. Let B be the set of 4-tuples (a, u, b, v) such that a, b E A are truns- 
positions, u, v E L are involutions, A = (a, b, v>, laubv( = 2, and there exists 
no involution u E A with ui3 = b and ua = v. Denote by B the group of permuta- 
tions of E generated by 
cr’: (a, u, b, v) I---, (b, 0, a, ~1, z: (a, u, b, v) H (a”-‘, ux-‘, by-‘, v+), 
5: (a, u, b, v) w (a, u, by-‘“, tFSx), 5: (a, u, b, v) t-+ (a, vu, b, ub), 
where x =au and y = bv. Then AB is transitive on 3 with representative 
b=(l,3),~=(1,4)(2,3),~=(4,5),undu=(l,3)(4,5). 
Proof. Assume a, b E A are transpositions and u, v E L are involutions. 
Let x = au and y = bv. Note that a, u invert x and b, v invert y. As a E A - L 
and u EL, x 4 L. Thus (XI = 2,4, or 6. Similarly y$ L and jy[ = 2,4, or 6. 
We proceed in a sequence of steps. 
(I) (1) 5’: (a, u, b, v) I--) (a, u, byefx’, vy-lX’) with by-‘x’vy-‘x’ =y”‘. SO 
for each y’ E y<“> there exists (a, u, b’, v’) AB-equivalent to (a, u, b, v) with 
b’v’ = y’. 
(2) If k= 1x1 then (a, U, b, v) is equivalent to (a, U, byk, 19’“)~ 
(3) If /? is an involution in A with xp = y and b@‘= a then 
(a, U, b, v) is equivalent to (a, u, by”, v’“‘). 
(4) [: (a, U, b, v) -+ (a, v*, b, ub) with uva = vu and hub = ub. 
The first statement of part (1.1) is an easy calculation and implies (1.2) 
and the second statement of (1.1). Assume the hypothesis of (1.3). Then by 
(1.1) 
a/?xjt -j: (a, u, 6, v) F+ (a, u, uPy’, ~8~‘) 
and by” = b”‘y’ = upY’, so (1.3) holds. A similar calculation establishes (1.4). 
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Note that we also have the dual of each statement in (I); that is, we have 
the statements obtained by applying (T to (I). 
(II) Neither x nor y is an involution. 
Assume otherwise. Applying 0, we may assume x is an involution. Then 
as xy is an involution, x inverts y. Of course b, v invert y. 
Suppose 1 y( = 2 and L = (a, b, U, v), Then L = (a, b, x, y ) is generated 
by 4 transpositions, so up to conjugacy in A, x = (1,2), b = (2,3), 
a = (3,4), and y = (4, 5). Now u”I = b and zP = u for a = (1,5)(2,4), so we 
have no example in this case. 
Suppose (yl=4. As XE (b, v), (a, b, u, a)= (a, b, v) and A= (a, b, v) 
if and only if Move(a) is not contained in Move(y). Thus we may assume 
y = (1,2,3,4), and a moves 5. Then up to conjugacy under ( y), x = (1, 3) 
and a = (4, 5). Now by (1.2) we may take b =x. This is case (2,4) 
(i.e., 1x( = 2 and 1 yI = 4) which appears in the statement of the lemma. 
Finally suppose 1 yl = 6. We may take y = (1,2)(3,4, 5) and b = (4, 5). 
Now XE (v, b), so again (a, b, v) = (a, b, u, v) and (a, b, v) = A if and 
only if a= (i,j) with in (1,2),j~ (3,4, 5). Hence by the dual of (1.1) we 
may take x= b. Then conjugating in C,((v, b)) = ((1,2)) we may take 
a = (1, 3). This is case (2,6). Note that in this case vu = (1, 2, 3,4) and 
ub= (1, 3) so by (1.4), case (2,6) is equivalent to case (2,4). So the 
proof of (II) is complete. 
(III) Neither x nor y is of order 6. 
Assume otherwise. Applying 0 and conjugating in A, we may take 
x = (1,2)(3,4, 5) and a = (3, 4). 
Representatives for the (x)-orbits of involutions in L are (2,3)(4,5), 
(L2)(4, 5), and (1, 3)(2,4), so by (1.1) we may take xy to be one of these 
three elements. By (II), y=x-‘(xy) is not an involution so y= (1, 3,4,2) 
or (1,4)(2, 3, 5). In the first case b = (1,4) or (2, 3), and applying r3 we 
may assume the former. This is case (6,4). We find (6,4) [ = (2, 6), 
completing the analysis of this case. In the second CI = (2,4)(3, 5) is the 
unique involution with xa = y. Thus b # d = (2, 5), so b = (2,3) or (3, 5), 
and by (1.3) we may assume b = (2,3). This is case (6,6), and we find 
(6, 6) [ = (6,4), finishing off this case. 
Note that by (II) and (III), x and y are of order 4. Thus we may take 
x=(1, 2, 3,4) and a=(l, 3). As A= (a, b, u, v), [x2, y’] # 1, so up to 
conjugation under (x), y = (1,3,2,5) or (1,3,5,2). Then CI = (4, 5)(2,3), 
(4, 5)(1,2) is the unique involution in A with xix = y, so b # ua and hence 
b = (3, 5), (1, 5) in the respective case. Call these cases (4,4), and 
(4,4),. We find (4,4)i[ is of type (2,6), (6,4) for i=1,2, com- 
pleteing the discussion. 
Note that this completes the proof of 8.1. 
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6.6. Let u be an involution in L, a E A, and assume Ial = IauI = 4. Then 
L sl (a, u). 
Proof. We may take a = (1,2,3,4). Up to conjugation under (a), 
u = a2, (2, 3)(4, S), (2, 5)(3,4) are the involutions in L with /au1 = 4. In the 
first case (a, u) z 2, and in the second and third (a, u) is of order 20. 
6.7. Let E be the set of triples (u, v, e) such that u, v are involutions in 
L, e is a transposition, A = (e, u, v), and uve is of order 4. Let B f Sym(B) 
be generated by 
5: (24, 21, e) H (P, ve, cue), c: (24, v, e) b--+ (veU, ue, e). 
Then AB is transitive on E with representative u = (I, 2)(4, 5), 
v = (1, 3)(4, 5), e = (3,4). 
ProoJ Let (u, v, e) E 3”. As A= (e, u, v), u#v, so IuvI =2, 3, 5. If 
Iuv/ = 2 then up to conjugation in A, u= (1,2)(3,4), v = (1,4)(2, 3)9 and 
e = (4, 5). But then luvel = 3. 
If (uv/ = 3 then up to conjugation, u= (1, 2)(3,4), v= (1, 3)(4, 5), and 
e = (i, 4), i = 1, 2, 3. Call these triples Ti, 1~ i d 3. 
Finally if luv[ = 5 then by 2.4, A is transitive on pairs (x, y) with 1x1 = 5, 
y a transposition, and lxyl = 4. So without loss uz) = x = (1,5,2,4,3) and 
e = (2,4). Then there are 5 choices of involutions u, u with uv =x, giving 
5 triples S,, 1 < j < 5, (u, v, e) E 3. 
We have shown each member of 8 is conjugate under A to Tj or Sj. It 
remains to observe that the A-orbits of these 8 triples are fused under B. 
In particular it is convenient to work with t’ = tc and [’ = ce, where c, e 
denote conjugation by c = ev and e, respectively. Indeed 
5’: (2.4, v e) i-9 (uc2, v, e), (‘: (u, 21, e) w (ueue, u, e). 
We find e’ has 5 fixed points and a cycle of length 3 on the 8 A-orbits while 
[’ has cycles of length 3 and 5. In particular (t’, [‘) is transitive on the 8 
orbits. 
6.8. Let u, VE A with UE VL and L d (u, v>. Then any of the following 
implies that there exists an involution a E A with ua = v: 
(1) lul=Ivl=3andluvl=5. 
(2) (ul = Iv/ = 5 and IuvJ = 2, 3, or 5. 
(3) Iu/ = Iv( = 6 and (uvl = 5 or 2. 
(4) juj = 1111 =4 and IuvJ = 3 or 5. 
(5) lul = 2, III/ =4, and )uvJ = 3. 
(6) The least common multiple of Iul and Iv/ is 6 and luvj = 3. 
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ProoJ: Given conjugacy classes Ci, 16 i < 3, define T= T( C, , C,, C,) 
as in 2.4 and let mj be the order of an element in Ci. If 
(m,, mz, m3) = (3, 3, 5) then by 2.4, ITI = IAl and hence (1) follows from 
2.52. The same argument deals with (3) and with (2) when JUV( =2. 
Now L has two classes B, and B, of elements of order 5, with B, and 
B, fused in A. If C is the class of elements of order 3, then by 2.4, 
T(B,, Bi, C) and T(B,, B,, C) are of order IL] so A has two self paired 
orbitals on the set S of pairs (x, y) with 1x1 = (yJ = 5 and lxyl = 3. Hence 
2.5.1 establishes (2) when luzil = 3. Similarly by 2.4, T(B,, Bi, Bi) is of order 
60 and T(B,, B,, B2) is of order 12. The latter set consists of triples 
(x, x, x2), and the former is a self paired orbital, so 2.5.1 completes the 
proof of (2). 
Let D be the class of elements of order 4. Then by 2.4, 
( T(D, D, C)l = 2 IAl and we have IAl triples living in S, subgroups of A, 
leaving one A-orbit of triples generating A. So (4) holds when IuuJ = 3. 
Similarly if B is the class of elements of order 5, then I T(D, D, B)I = 3 /A( 
and 2 (AJ of these triples live in subgroups of order 20. Hence (4) is estab- 
lished. 
By 2.4, A is transitive on triples (x, y, xy) with x a transposition, 1 yJ = 4, 
and Ixy( = 3. Hence all such live in an Sq, so (5) holds. 
Let E, F be the classes of elements of order 6 and transpositions, respec- 
tively. By 2.4, IT(E, E, C)( = 20 + JAI and the triples (x, x, x3) form an 
orbit of length 20, so A is transitive on the remaining triples. If 1~1 =3 and 
(~1 = 2, then (u, V) %A,, a contradition. Finally T(E, F, C) is of order 20 
and hence consists of (x, x3, x4). So (6) holds. 
6.9. Let .Y be the set of triples (u, v, a) such that u is an involution, v E uL, 
Ial = 3, L < (u, v, a), uava is of order 3, and there is no involution a E C,(a) 
with ua = v. Let c, 5 be the maps on B defined by 
[: (u, v, a) H (v, u, a), 5: (24, v, a) t+ (u, vauava, uava), 
and let B = (c, l>. Then AB has four orbits on Z with representatives 
a = (1, 2, 3) and 
(1) u = (1,2)(3, 5), v = (1,2)(4, 5). 
(2) u = (1,2)(3,4), v = (1,4)(2, 5). 
(3) u = (1,2)(3, 5), v = (1,4)(2, 5). 
(4) u = (1, 5)(3,4), v = u,4)(2, 5). 
ProoJ: Suppose first u is a transposition. Then as VEU~, u is also a 
transposition. As A = (u, v, a), v # u. So if [u, v] = 1 then up to conjuga- 
tion in A, U= (1,2), zi = (3, 4), and a = (1, 3, 5), contradicting luava) = 3. 
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Hence \uul = 3, so we may take u = (1,2), v = (1,3), and a= (1,4,5) or 
(2, 4, 5). Again this contradicts (usual = 3. 
So u, v E L. We may take a = (1,2, 3). Up to conjugation under C,(a), 
v fixes 3 or 5. If v fixes 3 then up to conjugation under o[ = (4, 5), 
v = (1,2)(4,5) or (1,4)(2,5). In the first case, a” = a-‘, so uava= uv and 
hence M is of order 3. So as L = (u, v, a), up to conjugation under E, 
u = (1, 2)(3, 5). This is case 0. 
Next if v = (1,4)(2, 5) then uvu = (1,5,3,4,2) and as luaual = 3, u = ui = 
[(l, 2)(3,4)](a”a)i-‘, for 1 < i < 5. This is case i. 
Finally, take v to fix 5. Then up to conjugation under a, u = (1,2)(3,4). 
Hence ava= (1,2,4). Then as guavas = 3, (u, avu) z Ad, Hence as L = 
(u, v, a), u=u~+~= [(l, 2)(4, .5)](“““)‘, 0<j< 2. These are cases 6, 7, 8. 
We have shown there are 9 cases up to conjugacy under A. Only in case 
2 does rP = v, so there are 8 orbits of A on s”. Both < and < act on these 
orbits as (0, 6)(1, 8)(3,7)(4, 5), so we have the 4 equivalence classes listed 
in the lemma. 
6.10. Let S be the set of triples (u, v, a) of A such that u, v are transposi- 
tions, \a] = 5, luaual = 2, A = (u, v, a), and there exists no involution 
CI E C,(a) with ua = v. Let il be the map on E defined by 
f: (u, v, a) I-+ (v, u, a). Then A([) has three orbits on B with representatives 
a=(l,2,3,4,5), v=(l,2), undu=(l,2), (1,4), or (2,4). 
Proof We may take a = (1,2, 3,4, 5). Then up to conjugation under 
(a), v = (1,2) or (1,4) and hence avu = (1,2,4)(3, 5) or (1,3,2,4), 
respectively. As uavu is an involution, u inverts uva. Thus if v = (1, 2) then 
u = (1,2), (1,4) or (2,4) and if v = (1, 4) then u = (1,2) or (3,4). Denote 
these as cases 1 through 5, respectively. We find that { permutes the five 
A-orbits as (1)(2,4)(3, S), so the lemma holds. 
6.11. Let Z be the set of triples (u, v, a) of A such that u, v are invok 
tions with VE uL, Ial = 3, luaual = 2, L d (u, v, a), and there exists no 
involution ~1s C,(a) with ua = v. Let 5 be the map on E defined by 
[: (u, v, a) I-+ (v, u, a). Then A([) has four orbits on Z with representatives 
a= (1, 2, 3), v= (1,4)(2, 5), and u equal to (1, 2)(4, 5) (1, 5)(2, 3), 
(1,4)(3, 5), and (1, 3)(2,4). 
Proof The argument of 6.9 shows u, v E L and we may take a = (1,2,3) 
and v = (1, 2)(4, 5), (1, 4)(2, 5), or (1, 2)(3, 4). Hence aua is (1, 2)(4, 5) 
(1, 5, 3, 4, 2), or (1,2, 4), respectively. As uava is an involution, u inverts 
avu. So if v = (1,2)(4, 5) then up to conjugation under o( = (4,5), 
u= (1,4)(2, 5). This is case 0. Similarly if II = (1,4)(2,,5) then u = ui= 
[(l, 2)(4, S)]fO’Va)‘-’ for 1 $ i< 5. This is case i. Finally if v= (1, 2)(3,4) 
then u=u~+~= [( 1, 2)(3, 5)](““““, 0 < id 2, giving cases 6, 7, 8. 
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Now zP = v only in case 6, so A has 8 orbits on E. We calculate that [ 
acts on these orbits as (0, 1)(2, 8)(3,4)(5, 7), so the lemma holds. 
6.12. Let u, v, x, YE L of order 3 such that 1 # yu = u-ix-’ and 
L = (y, v, x). Then there exists an involution c1 E A inverting a = yv with 
yoL=x and ua=v. 
ProoJ: Observe that if a inverts a and y’ =x then ZP = v as u = x-la-‘. 
Without loss y = (1,2,3). Then C,(y) has five orbits Ai on yG with 
representatives y, y-l, (1, 2,4), (1,4, 2), and (3,4, 5), with jybl = 
3, 1, 2, 3, 5, and (y, b) r Z,, Z3, A,, Ad, A,, for bE Ai in the respective 
cases. So we may take v to be one of these representatives. As a # 1, 
(a( = 2, 3, or 5; we consider each case. 
If la] = 2 then (y, v) = (x, u) is the unique A,-subgroup containing a, 
contradicting L = ( y, x, v). 
Suppose la] =3. If v= y then L= (y,x) and a= y2=u-1x-1, so ufx. 
So interchanging y and x if necessary, we may assume v = (1,4,2). Thus 
a = (2, 3,4) and (y, v) = L, is the stabilizer in L of 5. Now x $ (y, v), so 
x # a2 and hence u Px. Thus (u, x) = L1 is the second A,-subgroup 
containing a. Let /? = (2, 3)(1, 5). Then B inverts a and Lf = L,, so 
( Y)~“‘= (x) for some i. Now if y P’~ = x then a = /Ia’ is the desired involu- 
tion. On the other hand layeBI # 3, so y-P& # x, finishing this case. 
So we may take v = (3,4,5) and a = (1,2,4,5,3) of order 5. As C,(y) 
is transitive on {b: lb/ = 3, (ybJ = 5}, C,(a)= (a) is transitive on 
B= {b: Ib( = (b-la1 =3). Thus as x, y-’ EB, x= y-“’ for some i. Now 
y = (2, 3)(4, 5) inverts y, a, so CI = ya’ is an involution inverting a with 
y” = x, completing the proof. 
7. THE CASE r=5 
This section is devoted to a proof of the following result: 
THEOREM 7.1. Let S= (gl, .,., g,) with (G, Sz, S) a genus g system 
satisfying Hypothesis DS. Then r < 4. 
In the remainder of this section assume the hypothesis of Theorem 7.1 
with r > 4. In addition continue the notation of Section 5; in particular 
LEA and Z= (L(. Observe E = 2(g - 1)/n < & by Hypothesis DS, while by 
3.2.2, S is a Thompson (r, .s)-tuple. Hence by 5.10 and 3.9, 
7.2. r = 5 and S is of type (25). 
Let t = [Sn Fl. Then by 3.9.2 and 5.10.3, t 2 3. Thus m = 2 and by 5.9 
the subgroup K of G inducing even permutations on A is of index 2 with 
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F c G - K. By 4.2 and 4.4 we may take g,, . . . . g, E F. Also F c J= G,, S(P 
as gl . ..g.=l and t33, either G=(SnJ)=G, and k=l, or t=3, 
GP = (gr) z Z,, and k = 2. In the later case GA z D8 is a Sylow 2-group 
of Sym(d). But a Sylow 2-subgroup of S, has only two transpositions while 
gf is a transposition for i= 1, 2, 3, so (g,g,g,)d = tA is a transposition. 
Now 1 = (g, . . . g,)’ = tdg;g& contradicting the fact that gi and gf are 
involutions not in J. 
Thus k=l and m=2. Also t=lS--KI is even as IG: Kj=2 and 
g1 . ..g.==l. Hence as t>3, t=4. 
Suppose L is not A,. Then by 5.10, U(S)< A, so by 3.2.1, 
3-&=Ls U(s)< g, and hence E> ff, contradicting E< A. Thus 
L E A,. We summarize these remarks: 
7.3. m=2, k= 1, LrA,, and IYnS] =4. 
7.4. Let t be an involution in G. Then one of the,following holds: 
(1) tE9I, f(t)=16, and t isfised to an element of C,(HnD). 
(2) t E .F, f(t) = 10, and t is fused to an element inducing an outer 
automorphism on H n D. 
(3) f(t) = 6 and t induces an outer automorphism on the members ofA& 
(4) f(t) = 4 and t E D but t is not member of A. 
(5) f(t) = 0 and t is contained in some member of A. 
Proof. This follows from 7.3, 5.11, 5.4, 5.5, and easy calculations. 
Let fi = f( g,). By 3.3, Ind(g,) = II - c(g,) = (n - fi)/2. Also as mk = 2 and 
LsA,, n=60. Thus 
7.5. Cifi=64-4g. 
7.6. Up to a permutation of S, either: 
(1) g=O, fi= 16 for 1 <id4, andf,=O, or 
(2) g=0,fi=16for l<i<3,f,=lO, andf,=6. 
ProoJ By 7.3 we may take g,e Y for i< 4 and g, 4: F. As 
336(g - 1) <n = 60, g < 1, so xi fi = 64 - 4g > 60. Now using the fact that 
fi = 10 or 16 for i < 4 and f5 = 0,4, or 6, we conclude the lemma holds. 
Let t = g,. Then by 7.3 and 5.14, g, = taa-‘, g, = tb-lb’, g4 = tee-‘, and 
g, = de’ for some a, b, c, d, e E A = Aut(L) 2 Sg, where d2 = e2 = 1, d or e 
is an involution, and abed = ecba = 1. 
7.1. f5 #O. 
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ProoJ Assume fs = 0. Then we are in case 7.6.1. By 7.4 we may take 
e = 1 and d an involution in L. By 5.14, L 6 (a, b ) and [a, b] is an involu- 
tion. By 7.6.1, fi = f2=f3 = 16, so by 7.4, a, bE L#. Now 6.1 supplies a 
contradiction, completing the proof. 
7.8. a, b E L, [a, b] is inverted by the transposition e, A = (a, b, e), and 
a, b, bae are not inverted by a common involution of A. 
Prooj As fs # 0, 7.6.2 holds. In particular fs = 6, so by 7.4, d and e are 
involutions in A -L. Then by 5.14.4, [a, b] = edab is the product of the 
involutions e and dab and hence is inverted by each. Now the remainder of 
the lemma follows from 5.14.4. 
We now observe that 7.8 and 6.2 supply a contradiction. Thus the proof 
of Theorem 7.1 is complete. 
8. THE CASE r = 4 
In this section we assume Hypothesis DS with S = {g,, . . . . g4}. That is, 
we assume r = 4. We also continue the notation of Section 5 and recall that 
&=2(g-1)/n<&. 
8.1. If g, and g, are in Y and g, is of prime order then k = 1. 
ProoJ Let a=g,, b=g,, and c=g,. Assume k>l. For REP, let 
M(T)=C,(d-r). Then as D=F*(G), M=(M(T):~EP) is the direct 
product of the groups M(T). As a E Y’, there exists r~ B with a E M(T). 
By a similar argument, b E M(T’) for some r’ E 9’. Also G = (a, b, c) 
and a, bEG9, so (c) is transitive on 9’. So there is some conjugate d of 
b under (c) with de M(T). Then A = (a, d) is a dihedral subgroup of 
M(T). Further as c is of prime order, (c) is regular on 9, so 
G = (A, c) = B(c) with B = (A<“)) the direct product of the conjugates 
of A under (c). But then as A is dihedral, G is solvable, a contradiction. 
8.2. (G, .C2, S) is not of type (24). 
Prooj This follows from 3.5 and the fact that G is not solvable. 
8.3. (G, 52, S) is of type (23, e) for some integer e 3 3. 
ProoJ By 3.9.3 and 5.10, S is of type (23, e) or (22, 3, e) for some e. By 
8.2, e > 3. Suppose S is of type (2’, 3, e). Then U(g,) < $ for i = 3, 4, by 
5.10.2. But then by 3.8.3.b, U(S)>(2-&--fi)/2>&. So by 5.10.4, 
L r A,, and by 5.10.3, we may take g, E Y. Similarly applying 3.8.6.b to 
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X=S- {g2) we conclude g,EY, and applying 3.8.3 to X=S- fg4) and 
appealing to 510.6 we get e = 3. Then k = 1 by 8.1. 
Let fi=f(gi). Then by 3.2.1 and 3.3.2, 
3(f1 ff2) + 4(f3 ff4) = I32- 12g. 
Also by Hypothesis DS, 336(g- 1) 6 n = 60, so g< 1. Finally by 7.4, 
2ifg~M{:& 16) and f3,f4E (0,3}. We conclude fi =f2 = 16, h =f4= 3, 
- . 
Let t = g,. By 5.13, g, = taa-“, g, = xy*, and g, = uv’ for some a, x, y, u, 
vEA=Aut(L). Note that a=yu=u-‘x-‘becauseg,..eg,=l. Asg, and 
g, are of order 3 and f3 = f4 = 3, x, y, u, v are all of order 3. Now 5.135 
and 6.12 supply a contradiction, completing the proof. 
8.4. (1) Lz:A, or L3(2). 
(2) If L z L,(2) then S is of type (23, e) with e = 3 or 4. 
Proof: Assume L is not As. By 8.3, S is of type (23, e) for some e 2 3. 
Let Ui = U( gi). 
By 510.4 and 510.5, U(S)< & and if L is not L,(2) then U(S)< $$& 
Hence by 3.8.3.a applied to X= (g4}, iJ4 > $$ or g for L z L,(2), L not 
L,(2), respectively. But by 5.10.5, if L is not L,(2) and jg,J 24 then 
U(g)<&, so e=3 in this case. Further if LsLL,(2) and e>4 then Uq<g 
by 510.4, a contradiction. So we may assume L is not L,(2) and S is of 
type (23, 3). 
By 5.10.4, U, B $, so by 3.8.3.b applied to X= (g4), U(S) > 5. Thus 
Yn S is nonempty by 5.10.3, say g, E Y. In particular m = 2 and g, 
induces a transposition on d. If g, & G, then as m = 2 and 1 g,l = 3, g, 4 G,, 
so Cl,&+ l/l2 by 5.6. By 8.1, {gl> =YnS, so U,, U&&by 5.10.3. Let 
X= b2, g3, al. Then V=CxEX U(x) d $ f l/1”, so applying 3.8.3.b to 
X, we conclude U(S) > $$, contradicting 5.105. So g, E G,. Thus 
Gd = (gf, g;“} with g<g$’ = g;‘, so Gd is abelian. Hence as g;’ is a trans- 
position, k= 1. Now as g, E G, and gr ..sg,=I, )SnY/ =2. Say 
g,, g, E .Y and g, is the third involution in S. 
Now if L is not A6 or L,(8) then U(t) d @ for 1~ Y and U(g3) < $$ by 
5.7, with the minimum achieved at L,(ll) and at AT, respectively. Then 
C, U(s) < 2 -E, a contradiction. On the other hand if L= L2(S) then 
U(t) = & and U(g3) d 2, leading to the same contradiction. 
So LzA,. As m=2 and k=l, n=E-360. So as 336(g-l),<n,gQ2. 
Let J; = f(gj). Then from 3.2.1 and 3.3.2, 
3(f,-t-f,+f3)+4f4=372-12g. (9 
Adopt the notation of section 16 for describing Aut(A,) = A. In particular 
L has four cosets In, S6, P, and M, and we write Y;,, FC for 9 n C 
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and Y n C, respectively. Note that elements of Yc are of the form tee-‘, 
te&, c E C. From Table 16.5 in Section 16, fi, fz E {Yin, &, &., 
FM} = {46,30,36,0} and f3~ (Y;,, Y& YP} = (8,24, lo}, or g,ED and 
f3 = 0. By 5.4, f4 E (0, 9}. 
As g 6 2 and f4 d 9, we conclude from (*) that N= f, + f2 +f3 > 104. 
Now if Km n S is empty then fi, f2 < 36 and f3 S 24, so N < 96 < 104, 
a contradiction. Thus we take fi = 46. Note that if g, E Yc then 
g, = g, g, g, E C. With these remarks it is easy to check that N< 104, 
completing the proof. 
8.5. F n S is nonempty. 
ProoJ Assume otherwise. If m = 2 and k = 1 then as G = (g, , g,, g, ), 
for some id 3, gi does not fix L, and hence gj E Y. So either m # 2 or k # 1. 
Let Uj= U(g,). As 1gJ # 2, U, < $ by 510.2. If k # 1 then as 
G=(g,,g2,g3) wemayassumeg,$G,,so U3<&&by5.6.1fk=1 then 
m>2, so U3 G $ by 5.4 and 5.5. Thus V= U, + U,< s. So by 3.8.3.b, 
U(S) 3 $ - & > 3, contradicting 5.10.3. 
8.6. km =2. 
ProoJ: Assume not. By 8.5, m = 2, so k > 1. Also by 8.5 we may take 
g, E 9 and then by 8.1 and 8.3, Y n S= {gi}. By 8.3, g, is the unique 
element of S which is not an involution. Let Ui = U( gJ. Thus xi Ui = 2 - E. 
Let G* = G/G,. Then grE G,, so G* = (g;, gz) zD,, where 
j = ) gfgf I= ( g$ I. In particular as k # 1, either g, or g, is not in Gg. So we 
may take g, $ Gq. Thus U2 d $, by 5.6. As g, $9, M(g,) < & by 5.7 and 
hence U3 < $$. Therefore U, + U, + U, + E < f@& so U, > a > l/4. 
Suppose g, E G,. Then G* = (gz ) E Z2, so k = 2. But also g;‘gi = gf 
with g,, g,, g, involutions and Gd = (g;‘, g;‘), so GA is abelian. Then as 
g;’ is a transposition, d is of order 2, a contradiction. 
So g, # G, . Similarly if g, E G, then k = 2 and GA E D,, so g, has even 
order. Now if h== gz is of odd order m then by 3.4, 
U, ,< (1 + &+ 2(m - 1) M(h))/2m < 19/30m + M(h). But by 5.8, M(h) < & 
(with the bound achieved when 5 divides JhJ and L = A5) and M(h) Q & if 
m = 3. So if m# 3 then U, < $, a contradiction. Similarly if m = 3 then 
U, < g+ 2M(h)/3 < $$< a as M(h) < &, a contradiction. Hence h has 
even order so U, < U(x) for x of order 4 in ( g4). 
Note that as m=2 and hEG9, ~‘EG,. So ifx2$Y then M(x)<& by 
5.3 and 5.4. However, by 5.9, if x2~ Y then x2e D. So in any case, 
M(x) < & by 5.7. Also f(x)/n < & if x E N(L) by 5.4, while if x2 $ Y then 
$x2/; z,M(x) < A. Hence in either Zof these cases by 3.3.2, U(x) < 
m, a contradiction. Finally if x E 5p and h $ N(L), appeal to 5.17.3 
for the same contradiction. 
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Therefore g, 4 G,, so as G* z D,, gz is semiregular with 1 or 2 orbits 
of length j. So if x is of prime order p in ( g4) then M(x) < z if p = 2 by 
5.7 and M(x) < & if p is odd by 5.8 and 53.2. Let m = (g,(. Then 
U4<M(g4)+l/m, so as U,>$, m<4. Indeed if m=4 then M(g,)>, 
3.9921 
12,600 - ;i = 12,600 a> &, so x= g:E G, by 5.6. Hence as g, is semiregular on 
9, f(g4) =f( gz)‘. Then by 3.3.2, U4 < (1 $ & + &)/4 = $$j < .QZ 12,60X39 a 
contradiction. 
So g, is of order 3 and G* z D6. Let Mi= M(gi) and Ni = Ui - / gJ. 
Then Ni= 2M,/3 or MJ2 for i= 4, i f4, respectively. Further 
xi Ni=+>&. Also N&, so N=N,+I&+N&&. 
As G”gD6, N&k. Further k = 3 or 6, and N, d &, for i = 2, 3. But 
then N < < &, a contradiction. 
9. SOME PROPERTIES OF PGL,(7) 
In this section Lz L,(7) and A =Aut(L)g PGL,(7). We sometimes 
regard A as the image of a = GL,(7). 
9.1. Assume a, u, v E A with u2 = v2 = (au)3 = (va)3 = 1 and L < (u, v, a)‘ 
Then 
(1) u, v, au, va are all nontrivial. 
(2) There exists an involution a E A inverting a with u” = v. 
Proof Suppose first that v = 1. Then L < (u, a), so u is an involution 
and a and ua are of order 3. Then as (ua) a-’ = 21 is an involution, 
(u, a) = (ua, a-‘) 2 A4, contradicting Lb (u, a). 
So U, v are involutions. Similarly as L Q (u, v, a), au and va are of order 
3. Hence (1) is established. 
Next assume U, v E A - L. As jaul = 3, au E L, so a q! L. Hence Ial = 2,6, 
or 8. Suppose first a is an involution. Then e = va and d = ua are elements 
of order 3 inverted by a. But C,(a) z D12 acts as S3 on the 3 subgroups of 
L of order 3 inverted by a so there is an involution p E C(a) with 
(v, a)P = (u, a}. Now up = u or zP, so CC = fi or pa is an involution 
centralizing a with va = u, and (2) holds in this case. 
Next if b is of. order 3 in L then by a counting argument, 
N,((b)) = M r D12 has orbits vf on vL of lengths 1,3,6,6, 12, respec- 
tively; we then find a representive vi for the ith orbit and calculate that v,b 
is of order 6,2, 8, 8, 6, respectively. For example we may take 
b= 
%=(-k -f) b=(; -:> %=(; -;) 
481/135/Z-5 
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and we find [vi, b] = 1, v2 inverts b, (v3b)8= -1, (v4b)‘= 31, and 
(v,b)6 = 1. 
Note that bv, is contained in two Bore1 groups B, and B, of A conjugate 
via v2 and that B, contains 6 (bv,)-conjugate involutions ui with uib of 
order 6, so we may take (v,, v5, b) = B,. 
Thus if (a( = 6 then we may take e = b and v = vl or vs. Also ua = d-” 
isoforder3sou=v,oru~v~.NowA=(a,u,v),soifv=vlthenwemay 
take u = v,; but then A = B,, a contradiction. So we may take v = vg and 
u$B,. Thus U=V “* E B, for some c E (a). However, cvz = a is an involu- 
tion inverting a with v’ = U, a contradiction. 
This leaves a of order 8. Now we showed above that A has two orbits 
on pairs (a,, b,) with laOI = 8, Ib,J = 3, and la,b;lj = 2. Also if a,b-’ is an 
involution then so is b-la, = (a,b-‘)* and hence so too is a;‘b. Hence as 
a-‘$aA, (a) = CA(a) is transitive on the set I of bO of order 3 with ab;’ 
an involution. Thus (a) is transitive on the set J ofj in vL withja of order 
3 and each Jo J is centralized by an involution inverting a. Thus U, v E J, 
so there is an involution DE C(v) inverting a and there is CE (a) with 
vc = U. Then a = PC is an involution inverting a with va = U, contrary to a 
remark above. 
So we may take u E L. Then as au E L, a E L, so Ial = 2,3,4, 7. Also va E L 
so VEL. 
If Ial = 2 then C,(a) r D,, acts faithfully on the eight elements of order 
3 inverted by a, so (2) holds. 
Suppose [al = 3. Then (a, u) z (a, v) z Ad. Now a is contained in 
exactly two A,-subgroups A, and A, of L, so as L = (a, U, v), we may take 
(a, u) = Al and (a, v) = A,. But now (2) holds as (a) is transitive on the 
involutions in A, and there is an involution CI E A inverting a with A”; = A,. 
Assume next that Ia.1 =4. We will see while proving 9.4.6 that C,(a) is 
regular on the set X of elements x of order 2 such that laxI= 3 and that 
for such an x, (x, a) 2 S,. In particular a is inverted by an involution 
/?E C+,>(U), so (2) holds for some CI E /X,(a) as p inverts C,(a). 
Finally assume [a( = 7. By 2.4, (a} is regular on the set X of involutions 
x with (axI =3. Also 3 = laxi = \~a-‘/ = la-‘xl, so an involution BE A 
inverting a acts on X and hence we may pick p E C(U). Now v E X, so v = zP’ 
and then c1= /?a’ is an involution inverting a with zP = v. 
9.2. Let u, v be involutions in A, and U, V the cyclic subgroups of index 
2 in C,(u), C,(v), respectively. Then either U and V is inverted by a common 
involution or IUJ = (VI =6 and I(lJ, V)l =42. 
ProoJ Assume first v 4 L. Then ( VI = 6 and we saw in the proof of 9.1 
that N= NA( V) has 5 orbits Vzf’ on VL and by construction V and Vi are 
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inverted by a common involution of A unless i= 5, in which case 
I(V, I’,)[ =42. 
Similarly a counting argument shows N has 4 orbits UN on cyclic sub- 
groups of A of order 8. Namely if ui is the involution in Ui then u1 inverts 
V while for i # 1, ui is centralized by an involution ai inverting V, with 
aj E L when i = 2, 3 and ~1~ $ L. In particular cli inverts Y and Ui for 1 i: 1 
and ulz’ inverts V and V1, where z, is the involution in V. 
This leaves the case U, V of order 8. Here N has 4 orbits WY on V’. 
Here if wi is the involution in Wj then W, = V, w2 inverts V, and w3 and 
wq centralize involutions p3 and p4 inverting V with p3 E L and p,# E. 
Then w2, w1w2, p3, p4 are involutions inverting V and Wi for i= 1, 2, 3,4, 
respectively. 
9.3. Let a, b E A such that L < (a, b) and [b, a] is an involution. Then 
a and b are inverted by a common involution of A. 
Proof. Assume a, b is a counter example. Recall there are 3 classes of 
cyclic. subgroups with generators in A-L, and the orders of these 
subgroups are 2, 6, 8. Similarly there are 4 classes of nontrivial cyclic 
subgroups in L with orders 2, 3,4, 7. Hence by 9.2 
(I) If a$L then Ib( =7. 
We next claim 
(II) lb1 f7. 
For if B = (b) r Z, then as L < (a, b), a $ N(B), so N,(B) n N,(P) = 
Y z Z, and there is an involution t interchanging B and B” and inverting 
Y. As Y is transitive on B# there is s E Yt with b” = b”. As t inverts Y, s is 
an involution. Then aE C,(b) s = Bs, say a = cs. Now s centralizes the 
involution y in Y and y inverts B. Thus a = yc-’ is an involution inverting 
a and b, establishing (ii). 
We now observe that by (i) and (ii), a, b E L. We show 
(III) Ibl#3. 
For if b is of order 3 then as [b, a] = b-lb” is of order 2, 
X=(b,b”)rA, and b” = b” for some involution x in X. Nence 
asCJb)x=(b)xc_X, so L=(a,b)=X, acontradiction. 
As a, beL are not of order 3 or 7, Ial, lb1 E (2,4}. But now 9.2 
completes the proof. 
9.4. Let u, v E A with L < (u, v ) and v G uL. Then any one of the 
,following implies that there exists an involution c1 E A with ua = v: 
(1) lzdl= Iv( =3. 
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(2) (u(=lvl=7and(uv(=2. 
(3) JUI = /VI = 4. 
(4) Ju( = Jv( = 8 and (uu( =2. 
(5) The least common multiple of (u( and ( VJ is 6 and I uvl = 2. 
(6) The least common multiple of Iu( and Jv( is 4 and IuvJ = 3. 
ProoJ Given conjugacy classes Ci of A define T= T(C1, C,, C,), and 
let mi= Jxil for X~E Ci. 
We first proof (I), and let T(m)= T(C,, C,, C,) for (m,, m2, m,)= 
(3, 3, m). Also let V(m) be the set of pairs (x, y) such that (x, y, xy)~ T(m) 
and A(m) the set of triples (x, y, t) such that (x, y) E V(m) and t E A is an 
involution with x’ = y. We find that T(m) is of order 56, IAl, 56 + 3 ]A(, 
2 ) A 1, 3 I A ( for m = 1, 2, 3, 4, 7, respectively. 
Now V(1) consists of pairs (x, x-l) and IA( =6.56= IAl as 6 involu- 
tions invert u of order 3. Also (x, y) z A, for (x, y) E V(2), so as 
1 V(2)/ = JAI, we have lA(2)) = IAl by 2.5.2. 
One orbit T(3), of A on T(3) consist of the triples (x, x, x-‘) and is of 
length 56. Another is T(3),, where V(3), consists of pairs (x, y) with 
(x, y) gAA,. By 2.5.2, lA2(3)l = [Al. Finally we have two orbits Ti(3), 
i= 3,4, of length IAJ consisting of triples (x, xy, y-lx) with 1(x, ~)I=21 
and y of order 7. Note that J&.(3)/ = IA( as there is an involution t 
inverting y with x’ = xy. 
Next A has two orbits Ti(7), i = 1,2, of length I AJ consisting of triples 
(x, x-ly, y) with x E N( ( y)). Note that A,(7) is empty as x is not inverted 
mod(y) in NA( (y)). This leaves an A-orbit T,(7) with L= <x, y) for 
6, Y, XY) E T,(7); by 2.5.2, 1A,(7)1 = JAI. 
Now each outer involution in A moves 54 elements of order 3 and each 
inner involution moves 56, so (Al = 28.54 + 21 .56 = 8 JAI. As we have 
accounted for 6 (Al members of A, we conclude IA(4)( =2 IAl. So as 
/T(4)/ =2 IAI, we conclude A has two self paired orbitals Vi(4), i= 1,2. 
Thus we have shown all orbitals (x, y)” of A with 1x1 = ( yI = 3 and 
(x, y) = L are self paired. So (1) is established by 2.5. 
We prove (3) next. Adopt the notation used in proving (l), subject to 
obvious changes. We find T(m) is of order 42, 42, 2 (Al, 2 ]A(, IAl for 
m= 1, 2, 3, 4, 7, respectively. By 2.5.2, I/1(7)/ = IAl. Again V(1) consists of 
pairs (x, X-‘) and A(1) is of order (Al. Similarly V(2) consists of pairs 
(x, x). V(3) consists of two orbits Vi(3) of length IAl with (x, y) ES, for 
(x, y) E V,(3) and (x, y) = L for (x, Y)E Vz(3). Hence lAi(3)1 = IA[. 
We have accounted for 4 IAl members of A. So as IAl = 
40.21+42.28=6 JAI, and as IT(4)(=2 IAl, we conclude that V(4) 
consists of two self paired orbitals Vi(4). Hence (3) holds by 2.5.2. 
Lemmas 2.4 and 2.5.2 imply (2). We next consider (4). There are two 
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classes Bi of elements of order 8. Let I be the involutions in L. 
1 T(B,, BZ, I)\ = 42 by 2.4, so T(B1, B,, I) consists of triples (x, x3, x4) and 
of course L 6 (x,x3). By 2.4, \T(B,, Bi, I)/ = IAl, so 2.5.2 implies (4). 
Assume the hypothesis of (5). If u is an involution then (u, v) = (u, UV) 
is dihedral, contradicting L < (u, v). So we may take 1~1 =6 and IV] = 3 or 
6. As IuI = 6, u $L, so as v EUL, 11~1 # 3. Thus Iv/ = 6. Now 2.4 and 2.5.2 
complete the proof. 
Finally assume the hypothesis of (6). By (3) we may assume 1~1 =4 and 
IV/ = 2. Then T= T(uA, vA, (uu)~) is of order JAI by 2.4, so A is transitive 
on T. But an S, subgroup of L contains a member of a, contradicting 
L= (24, v>. 
10. THE CASE r = 4, L r L,(2) 
This section is devoted to a proof of the following result: 
THEOREM 10.1. Let (G, 0, S) be a genus g system satisfying hypothesis 
DS with ISI = 4. Then the components of G are isomorphic to A5. 
Assume G is a counter example to Theorem 10.1. We continue the nota- 
tion of Section 5. Then by 8.4, Lr L,(7) and S is of type (23, 3) or (23, 4). 
By 8.6, k=l and m=2. Hence n=168, so as 336(g-l)<q g<l. Let 
L=.f(gi). 
10.2. If t is an involution in G then one of the following holds: 
(a) tEF, (t) isfused to C,(HnD), undf(t),=22. 
(b) t E Y-, t is fused to an element inducing an outer automorphism on 
HnD, andf(t)=28. 
(c) t induces an outer automorphism on each member of A and 
f(t)=6. 
(d) t is fused into Hn D and f(t) = 8. 
(e) t is contained in some member of A andf(t) = 0. 
Proof This follows from 5.11, 5.4, and 5.5 together with some easy 
calculations. 
10.3. If S is of type (23, 4) then either 
(1) GzL3(2)wrZ,, HzPGL,(7),f,=f,=f3=28,f4=0,andg=0, 
or 
(2) G is of index 2 in PGL,(7) wrZz, HzZ, x PGL,(7), fi =22, 
fi=f3=28,f4=2, andg=l. 
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ProoJ: Let t = gi. AS G = G/D = Eza, t E D. NOW 
+f(t)=176-Bg. (*I 
If g4E Gd then as there are no elements of order 4 in PGL,(7) -L,(7), 
g, E D, f4 < 4, and f(t) < 8. Then as g < 1, we conclude from (* ) 
that f1+f2+f3>76. Also as g,...g,=l, lSnFI)=2, so by 30.2, 
fi + fi + f3 < 64, a contradiction. 
Therefore g, 4 G,, . Hence as t centralizes g,, f(t) = 8, so 
c fi=84-4g. (**) 
As there are no elements of order 4 in PGL,(7)-L,(7), either H-G, 
contains no element of order 4 or C,(Hn D) = (c) # 1 and all elements 
of order 4 in H - G, are conjugate in H to cx, for x E H n D of order 4. 
Note that f(cx) = IC,(cx): C,(U)\ = 2. Thus either f4 = 0, or 
C,(HnD)=(c)#l,f,=2, and g,EcD. 
Thenfrom(**)andasgdl,f,+f2+f,>,78.Asg,4Gd,anevennum- 
ber of g,, g,, g, are in G,. If g,, g, E G, then fi + f2 + f3 < 44, a contra- 
diction. So SnF={g,, g,,g,). Also max(fi: id3}>26, so we can take 
f3 = 28. Hence g, induces an outer automorphism on Hn D by 10.2, so 
Hz PGL,(7) or Z, x PGL,(7). In the first case 10.3.1 holds. In the second 
G= (gr, gZ, g3)zE4 so as grg,g,=g,, we can take f,=22. Then (2) 
holds. 
10.4. S is of type (29 4). 
Proof: If not, S is of type (23, 3). Let A =Aut(L)gPGL,(7). By 5.15, 
g, = t, g, = taa-‘, g3 = uv*, and g, = de’ for some a, u, v, d, e E A such that 
u2=u2=e3=d3=1==aud=a-‘ve. Moreover L< (a, U, v) and there is no 
involution a E A inverting a with v” = U. Now 9.1.2 supplies a contradiction, 
completing the proof. 
We are now in a position to complete the proof of Theorem 10.1. By 
10.4, S is of type (23, 4). Hence by 10.3 and 515.1, g, = t, g,= toa-‘, 
g, = d-lb*, and g, = tde’ for some a, b, d, e E A such that ed is an involu- 
tion, abd= e-‘ba = 1, L < (a, b), and there is no involution c1 inverting a 
and b. Thus ba = e and b-la-’ = d, and hence [b, a] = de is an involution. 
But now 9.3 supplies a contradiction. 
11. THE CASE r=4, LzA,. 
In this section we continue the hypothesis and notation of Section 8. By 
10.1, L g A,. Let A = Aut(L), so that A z S,. By 8.6, km = 2, so G is 
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contained in the wreath product of S5 by Z,. Thus G< (A xA)(t) for 
tEFnS. Letfi=f(g,). 
We conclude our discussion of the case r = 4 by proving the following 
result: 
THEOREM 11.1. Let (G, 0, S) be a genus g system satisfying hypothesis 
DS with JS( =4. Then k= 1, m=2, Lr A,, S is of type (23, 4) 
HrZ,xS,,g=l, andeither 
(1) fi=16, f2=2, f3=j-(g;)=4, f4=6, S=(t, t(au)(bv): zJ,ab’), 
and (G, 0, S) is determined up to equivalence. A representative is a = (4,5), 
b=(l,3), u=(l,3)(4,5), andv=(l,4)(2,3). 
(2) fi=16, f2=10, f3=4, f4=f(g:)=0, S=(t, t(ve)(ev)‘, WV”, 
(uev) e’), and (G, 52, S) is determined up to equivaience. A representative is
u = (1, 2)(4, 5), v = (1, 3)(4, 5), and e = (3, 4). 
Let G = G/D. Then G r Z, or Eq. Observe that the involutions in G and 
their fixed point numbers are described in 7.4. We begin a series of 
reductions. 
11.2. S is of type (23, e), with e = 3, 4, 5, 6, or 10. 
Proof. By 8.3, S is of type (23, e) with e > 3. Let s E S be of order e. If 
s E N,(L) then s is contained in a copy of Ss so the lemma holds. So 
assume s$N,(L). As GzZ2 or Ed, SLED. Then as DzA,xA, and 
s 4 NG (L), the projections of s2 on L and L’ have the same order as s2, so 
Is21 = 2, 3, or 5, and the lemma holds. 
11.3. S is not of type (23, 3) or (23, 5). 
Proof Assume S is of type (23, q) with q= 3 or 5. By 5.15, g, = t, 
g2=taa-‘, g3=uvf, and g4=de’, with a,u,v,d,eEA, u2=v2=dq=eq= 
l=aud=a-be, L<(a,u,v), and there exists no involution a E rd 
inverting a with ZP = v. 
Arguing as in the proof of 9.1, d and e are of order q and if v = 1 then 
q = 5. Indeed up to conjugacy in A, a = (1,2,3,4,5) and u = (1, 3)(2,4). 
Then d = ua- ’ = (1,2,3,5,4). Observe a = e and a(4,5) = d, so g, = daf fixes 
a point if and only if t centralizes no conjugate of H, in which case by 5.4, 
f4 = JC,(d)( = 5. Also if t centralizes no conjugate of H then Hz S, and by 
7.4, fi = 10, while if t centralizes a conjugate of H then Hr Z, x A, and 
fi = 16. So (fr, f4) = (16,0) or (10, 5). Similarly a E L, so tx E ti and 
f2= fi. As v= 1, f3 =O. However, by 3.2.1 and 3.3.2, 
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and by hypothesis DS, g < 1. Thus lOfi + 8f4 = 200 - 2Og> 180. This is 
impossible as (fi , f4) = (16,O) or (10, 5). 
So u and v are involutions and d and e are of order q. Now 6.4 supplies 
a contradiction, completing the proof. 
11.4. (1) s is not of type (23, 10). 
(2) Ifs E S is not an involution then s E N,(L) -D. 
ProoJ Let h be the element of S of order 2q, q= 2, 3, 5. Suppose 
h E N,(L). If q = 2 then as D has no element of order 4, (2) holds. Similarly 
if q = 3 or 4 and h ED then as L has no element of order 2q, h = h, hZ, 
where h, and h, are of order 2, q, respectively, and in distinct components 
of D. But thenf,=f(h,)=O, sofi+f2+f3=60(q-1)/q-4(g-1)>40, 
whereas fi, f2 < 16 and f3 < 6. 
So if h E NG (L) then h $ D, and hence (2) holds. Also as A contains no 
element of order 10, q # 5. Thus we may assume h $ N,(L). 
Next as g, .-.g,=l, IN,(L)1 is even, so as h$N,(L), ISnF/ =1 or 3. 
In particular we may take g, E Y. Let t = g,. 
Suppose (SnYj = 3. Then by 5.15.1, g, = taa-‘, g, = tb-‘b’, and 
g, = h = tde’ for some a, b, d, e E A such that ledi = q, abd= e-lba = 1, 
L < (a, b ), and there exists no involution tl E A inverting a and b. Now 6.3 
supplies a contradiction. 
So S n Y = {t }. Then by 515.4, g, = tde’, g, = UU’, and g, = ab’ for some 
a, b, d, e, u, VEA with a2=b2=u2=v2=1=dua=evb, ldel=q, 
L < (u, v, a, b), and there exists no involution CI E A with un = v and aa = b. 
As g,, g,EY-r, U,, U, < 5 by 7.4. By 5.10, U, d $. So 
U,k2-($+$ + &) = & - A. On the other hand if q = 5 then by 3.3, 
U,<(l+$+&+$)/lO=~<&-&. Similarly if q=3 then U,< 
(1+$+&+&J/6=&<&-&. So q=2. 
Let i=f(h2). Then 
2(f,+f,+f,+f,)+i=n-8(g-1)=68-8g. 
As h q! NG(L) but h* E D, i= f(h2) = 4 by 7.4. Therefore N=C,J;:= 
32 - 4g = 32 or 28 for g= 0, 1, respectively. By 7.4, f3, f4 E (4, 6) and 
f,=lOor 16. Wefindf2=Oor2.Thenf2+f,+f,<14,sof,~28--14= 
14. Hence fi = 16 and f2 + f3 + f4 = 16 or 12. We conclude g = 1, f2 = 2, 
f3 = 4, and f4 = 6. Therefore -Hz Z, x S,. 
We claim next that a, b, U, v are involutions. For example if u = 1 then 
u and e = b are involutions, d = au, and bd is of order q = 2. Then a, u, b 
invert d, contradicting L = (a, b, u). Similarly u, a, b are involutions. 
Observe also that b E uL, v E uL, d = au, e = bv, and de is of order q = 2. It 
follows that (a, u, b, u) is in the set B of 6.5. 
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We next show that two systems (G, Q, S) and (G, 0, S’) (normalized as 
in the proof of this lemma) are equivalent if the 4-tuples (a, U, 6, a) and 
(a’, u’, b’, v’) are equivalent in the sense of 6.5. This will show that the 
example of Theorem 11.1 is unique up to equivalence. Let M, be the 
subgroup of Aut(G) stabilizing HG (and hence the equivalence class of the 
permutation representation of G on Sz) and t. Then M, = (t ) x M, where 
M= (ss’:s~A). Similarly K= (Q:, Ql, Q:><Braid(G,4) preserves the 
classes gf, i = 2, 3,4. 
Note that the action of M on genus l-systems through t corresponds to 
the action of A on 3. Further S’= (t, ted’, UU’, ba’), so the action of t on 
systems through t corresponds to the action of the element CT of 6.5. Finally 
by 5.155, the action of Q:, Q$, Q: correspond to the actions of the 
elements <, 5, z of 6.5, respectively, so the lemma is established. 
Because of 11.4 we may take h = g, to be of order 2q, q = 2 or 3, and 
hENG(L)-D. 
11.5. GzE,, ff~Z,xS~, FnS={g,,g,) with g,=t, g2=taa-‘, 
g, = uv’, and h = de’, where a, u, v, d, e E A, u2 = v2 = 1, aud= a-‘ve = 1, 
A = (a, u, v), there exists no involution a E A inverting a with ua = v, and 
either 
(1) G=S, fi+f2=26, andf,=O or 4, or 
(2) 81=g2,g3=~,fi=f2=100r 16,andf,=6. 
ProoJ: As h$ D, h # 1. As h E NF(L), we may take g, 4 NG(L), and 
hence~~E,.ThenHrZ,xS,andasg,...g,=l,(l)or(2)holdsupto 
choice of notation. 
11.6. S is not of type (23, 6). 
ProoJ Assume S is of type (23, 6). Now d6 = e6 = 1. Indeed as h # 1, d3 
and e3 are transpositions and f(h3) = 6 by 7.4. Further either d and e a.re 
of order 6 and f(h2)=f4=3, or (lel, IdI}= (2,6} andf(h2)=fe=0. Thus 
6 = f (h*) + f4 = 6 or 0 in the respective case. 
By 3.2 and 3.3, and as f(h3) = 6: 
3(f,+f,+f,)+26=126-12g. (*) 
Suppose 11.5.1 holds. Thenf, +fi = 26 andf, d 4, so by (*), 6 > 12, a con- 
tradiction. Thus 11.5.2 holds, so fi = f2 = 10 or 16 and f3 = 6. Hence by (*), 
3fi + 6 = 54 - 6g. As g = 0 or 1 we conclude ;fi = 16 and either 6 = 0 and 
g = 1, or 6 = 6 and g = 0. As f3 = 6, u and v are transpositions. If 6 = 6 then 
d and e are of order 6 and 6.4 supplies a contradiction. So 6 = 0, and hence 
without loss, e is an involution. Indeed e is a transposition, so A = (u, v, e $ 
is generated by 3 transpositions, a contradiction. 
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11.7. S is not of type (23, 4). 
ProoJ: Assume S is of type (23, 4). Suppose first that d and e are of 
order 4. If u = 1 then a = e is of order 4 and au = d-‘, so /aI = (au/ = 4, and 
then 6.6 supplies a contradiction. Hence U, v are involutions with 
jaul = la-‘n1 = 4, so 6.4 supplies a contradiction. 
So we may take d of order 4 and e a transposition. Then f4 =f(h2) = 0. 
Hence 
f1+fz+f3=34-4g. 
Now by 11.5, either fi + f2 = 26 and f3 = 0 or 4 or fi = f2 = 10 or 16 and 
f3 = 6. In the latter case fl = 14 - 2g, impossible as g = 0 or 1 and fi = 10 
or 16. Thus the former case holds with f3 = 8 - 4g, so as f3 = 0 or 4, we 
conclude f3 = 4 and g = 1. 
As f3 = 4, u and u are involutions in L. Thus (u, u, e) is in the set 3 of 
Lemma 6.7. To see that 11.1.2 holds, and hence complete the proof of 
Theorem 11.1, it remains to observe that by 5.15.6 the maps { and I of 6.7 
correspond to the members Qz and Q: of Braid(G, 4) respectively. 
12. THE CASE r = 3 
In this section we continue the hypothesis to assume Hypothesis DS and 
the notation of Section 5. In addition assume S = (gl, g,, g,); that is, we 
assume r=3. Let LEA, J):=f(gi), Uj=U(gi), Mi=M(g,), and Nj= 
N(g,)= Uj-l/)g,l. Let C(S)=Cj l/lgJ. Recall that &=2(g-1)/n<&. 
12.1. (1) At most one gj is an involution. 
(2) ci Vlg,l -==I 1. 
ProoJ See 3.7. 
12.2. Assume 1 --Z(S) 6 $. Then one of the following holds: 
(1) S is of type (3,3,4) and 1 -Z(S)= A. 
(2) S is of type (2, 5, 5) and 1 -Z(S) = $. 
(3) S is of type (2,4, b) with 5 <b < 8 and 1 -Z(S) = (b - 4)/4b. 
(4) S is of type (2, 3,b) with 7 < b < 24 and 1 -Z(S) = (b - 6)/6b. 
Proof: Let S be of type (c, a, 6) with c <a < b. Observe that if S’ is of 
type (c’, a’, b’) with d > d’ for d = c, a, b, then 1 - Z(S) < 1 - E(S’). 
Let 0=1-E(S). If Sis of type (3,4,4) then 0=a>i. So c<3 and if 
c= 3 then a = 3. Further if S is of type (3, 3, b) then by 12.1.1, b 24. 
Further Q>@=$-l/b=(b-3)/3b, so b=4 and f9=$. 
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So we may assume c = 2. If S is of type (2, $6) then B = & > $. Hence 
if a = 5 then b = 5 and we find 6’= &. Hence we may take a 64, so by 
12.1.1, a = 3 or 4. 
Suppose S is of type (2,4, b). By 12.1.2, b # 5. Also $2 8 = $- I/b = 
(b - 4)/4b, so b & 8. Similarly if S is of type (2, 3, b) then (4) holds. 
12.3. Assume [gl, A--r]= 1 for Some rep’. Then 
(1) For i # 1, ( gi) is not regular on 9”. 
(2) If k # 1 then (gJ is not prime for if 1. 
(3) ifk#l andg,EY then (N,,,(T)J>2. 
Proof. For 2:~ P let M(E) = C,(d -a). Then for B # 0, M(c”) com- 
mutes with M(8). Further g, E M(T), so if A = ( gi) is regular on 9 for 
some if 1 then G= (gr, gi> =A nTaeA (g;f) is solvable, a contradiction. 
Hence (1) is established. 
Further (1) implies (2), since if k> 1 then G* = G/G,= (gt, gT> = 
(g” >, so g, acts nontrivially on 9. Then if lg,/ is prime, ( gi) is regular 
on 9, contrary to (1). 
The proof of (3) is similar. For example in (3) if N<,>(T) = B is of order 
2 then (g,, B) is dihedral and hence solvable, so again G = (g,, gi> is 
solvable. 
In the remainder of this section we assume L is not L,(q), q < 25 odd, 
L2@h h.(W, or A,. 
12.4. Let g E G. Then 
(1) Zj”gEF then M(g)<&, and either M(g)<& or L is L,(q), q 
odd, 25 <q < 43, L,(32), L,(3), or U,(3). 
(2) IfgEY--F then M(g)f&andeither M(g)<&or L is A,, A,, 
or U,(2), with g inducing an outer automorphism on L. 
(3) If g is of prime order and [g, DJ contains more than two eom- 
ponents then M(g) < &. 
(4) If g is of odd order then either M(g) d A, or p = 3, L 2 U,(2) or 
U,(3), and M(g) < &, 8, respectively. 
(5) Zfg is of order 2’ with e> 1 then M(g)< 4’5. 
Proof. Parts (1 ), (2), and (5) follow from 5.7 and 5.9, while part (4) 
follows from 5.8. Under the hypothesis of (3), we conclude from Section 5 
that M(g) is bounded by the minimum of l/E and l/M”, where M is the 
minimum of bound 24 of (1) and the minimum value of IL: C,(s)1 as s 
varies over Aut(L). Thus (3) holds. 
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12.5. Let g be of order c. Then 
(1) Ndd& 
(2) N(g),<& ifc=2. 
(3) N(g)< & if c= 3, unless L= U,(2) or U,(3), where N(g)< &, 
$, respectively. 
(4) N(g) < &, &for c = 4, 8, respectively. 
(5) N(g)<& ifc=5. 
(6) N(g)<& ifc= 10. 
ProoJ: N(g) < M(g) by 3.3.3, so 12.4 implies (1). The other parts follow 
similarly. In (4) observe N(g) 6 3M( g)/4, 7M( g)/8, for c = 4, 8, respectively 
by 3.3.3. Then by 12.4.5, M(g) < &, and (4) holds. In (6) use 3.4. 
12.6. S is of type (2, 3, 7), or (2, 3, 8). 
ProoJ: Let 8 = 1 -Z(S). Then by 3.2, N= xi Ni> 0 -E. But by 12.5, 
Ni < & and E d &, so 8 6 g. Hence by 12.2, S is of type (2,4,5), or 
(2, 3, b), b < 10. 
If S is of type (2, 3, b) with b = 9 or 10 then by 12.5, either L = U,(2) or 
U,(3) or N < & + & + N, with N3 < A, & for b = 9, 10, respectively. In 
each case N< 8 -E, a contradiction. On the otherhand if L = U,(2) or 
U,(3) then N, < $, so a similar calculation works. 
So S is of type (2,4,5), and hence N~&E>$$. If M,<& then by 
12.5, N< $ + & + & < &$. Thus by 12.5, M= M1 > & and hence L is 
listed in 12.4.1 or 12.4.2. Also N,+N26&+$=&, so N3>&-&=&. 
But by inspection of the groups in 12.4.1 and 12.4.2, this is not the case. 
12.7. S is of type (2, 3, 8). 
ProoJ If not by 12.6, S is of type (2, 3, 7). Claim [gi, D] is not the 
product of two components unless ) gJ = 2 and N(g,) < A. For otherwise 
by the proof of 5.4, either g = gi is of order 2 and M(g) < l/l < z&, or m = 2 
and by 12.3.2, k = 1. In the latter case km = 2 and hence G has a subgroup 
of index 2. But then by 3.6.1, at least two elements of S have even order, 
a contradiction. 
Thus the claim is established, so by 12.4.3, Mi < & for all i. But then 
N<‘<<<tl-c. 
12.8. iV=Ci Ni3 $. 
ProoJ N>0-&=&-A=$. 
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12.9. (1) g,EY’. 
(2) mk=2. 
(3) N,d5M,/8& 
(4) M,+. 
(5) L = L,(q), 25 <q G 43, u,(2), L,(3), u,(3), A,, A,, or L,(32). 
ProojI By 12.5, N3 < 6 and either N2 < & or L E U,(2). If g, $ Y then 
NIbi& by 12.4.3. But then unless L 2 U,(2), 12.8 is contradicted. 
Similarly if L 2 U,(2) then as N> &, m = 2 and [g3, O] = (r). Then by 
12.4, k = 1, so by 5.12, N, < 5M,/8 < $, and we obtain a similar contradic- 
tion. Hence (1) is established. Notice (1) and 12.3.2 imply (2). Also if (5) 
holds then Out(L) has elementary abelian Sylow 2-groups by 12.4. Then 
(2) and 5.12 imply that either N,<5M,/8 or M, < ff and (5) fails. As 
M,< & by 12.4.5, (3) holds if N3< 5M3/8. So N3< &. Then as N,< & 
and N> $, M, > A. Hence (4) holds, and (4) and 12.4 imply (5). 
12.10. g,EY-, g,ED, andg:ED. 
Prooj As 3 does not divide the order of two members of S, G has no 
subgroup of index 3 by 3.6.1. But it follows from 12.9 that G/D is abelian, 
so g,ED. Thus G=G/D= (gl, g2)= (gl) is of order 2, so glEF and 
&ED. 
12.11. S is not of type (2, 3, 8). 
Proox First observe that as g, E Y and M, > &, L # U,(2), A,, or A, 
by 12.4.1. 
Assume L # U,(3). Now M, =0 or [L: CL(g2)I, so from the structure of 
the centralizers of elements of order 3 in the groups listed in 12.9, M2 < &, 
with the bound attained in L,(3). So N2 < &. 
Similarly as the involution t in ( g3) is in D, M3 Q j L: C,(u)/ for u an 
involution in L, so M, < & with the bound attained in L,(3). Thus 
N3 < & by 12.9.3. Now N$ 3 + & + & < &, a contradiction. 
So L z U,(3). If flg3) # 108 then N2 < A. So as N, < & and N, < -& 
N < $, a contradiction. Thus f( g2) = 108. Let t = g, . By 5.16, g, = UV~ with 
L = (u, v). As f(g2) = 108, tl and v are 3-central. But then (u, u) z Z, or 
SL,( 3 ), a contradiction. 
Note that we have established the following result: 
THEOREM 12.12. Zf (G, 52, S) satisfies Hypothesis DS then L is 
isomorphic to L,(q), q< 25 odd, A,, L2(8), or L,(16). 
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13. THE CASE r=3, k> 1. 
In this section we continue the hypothesis and notation of Section of 
Section 12; in particular we assume Hypothesis DS with r = 3. In addition 
assume k> 1. Recall that by 12.12 we have reduced to the case LrL,(q), 
q odd, q< 25, AT, L2(8), or L,(16). 
13.1. If g, E G, then for i = 2, 3, ( gi) is transitive on 9 and k divides 
Igil. 
Proof. G= (g,, gi) for i>l, so G=GjG,= (2,) and k= (Y]= IGI 
divides ) giJ. 
13.2. Assume g, = ht with h E G, and t E 9. Let Te g. Then 
(1) If t#F then G/GA%Z2, andfor i=1,2, (g,) is transitive on A 
and 2k divides (gi(. 
(2) If t E F then G= G/G, is the split extension of the subgroup 
R= (y ) z E2k by (g2), (g, > is transitive on A and 2k divides lg3/, and 
(g2) is transitive on J?? and k divides 1 g,l. 
(3) Ifg,E9’andi>l theneither Jg,l34korg,EFaand (g,l>3k. 
Proof Letg=gZ,andG=G/G,.Ift$Ftheng,EG,,soasG=(S) 
and g, g, g, = 1, G = ( gi) for i = 2,3. In particular (1) holds. Also (3) holds 
in this case by 12.3.3. 
So assume tEF. By 13.1, (gj) is transitive on 9. Also 
G= (t; g) =R(g) with 
and gk~CE(g)= (i... Pm’). So either lgl = k and (g3)-’ = tg is of order 
2k, or 1 g] = 2k and ) g3 1 = k. In the latter case we reverse the roles of g, and 
g,. So (2) holds. Again (3) holds by 12.3.3. 
13.3. Assume g E G is transitive on 9. Let x be of prime order p in (g>. 
Then M(x) d $ and one of the following holds: 
(1) M(x) < & and either (x> is semiregular on B or x E G,. 
(2) XEG~ and M(x)= (L: CL(~)I-k(m-ll)<&. 
(3) x~Gc+-, k=m =p = 2, x is regular on each member of r, and 
M(x) = j2 < &, where j is the number of elements vE L, with vz = 1, and y 
is some automorphism of L. 
Proof Let TE 9, A = (rcx>), j the number of fixed points of x on WA, 
and s the number of orbits of (x ) on 8. As (g ) is transitive on 9, 
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f(x) = j’ by 5.3.2. If x is semiregular on B then s = k/p and 
j/lwA\ < l/Z’P-l) < & by 5.6. Thus we may assume x E G,, so f(x) = jk. 
If x E G, then (2) holds by 5.4, 5.7, and 5.8. So assume x # G,. Then by 
5.4 and 5.5, either (1) holds or m = 2, p = 2 and (3) holds. 
13.4. Y n S is empty. 
Proof. Assume g, E&P. By 5.10.1, U1 Q &$ Let U=max(U,, U,>, 
a = ] g,l, and M= Mi, where U is achieved at Ui. By 13.1 and 13.3, Md &. 
So by 3.10, a ~9 and U > $$> A. On the other hand by 13.2.3, k divides 
a, a>3k and a>,4k unlessg,EY. So either k=2 and a==8 or g,EF and 
either k=2 and a=6 or k=3 and a=9. 
If a = 9 then M d (h)‘, so U < $ -t- M < &, a contradiction. Thus k = 2 
and a=6 or 8. 
Suppose a = 8. Then the involution x in ( gi) is in G, and if L g A, then 
by 5.9, x is in D. So (L: C,(x)1 < & and hence M < & by 13.3. Therefore 
U d & < & by 3.3.3. However $& < &, a contradiction. 
Therefore a = 6 and g, E Y. Let x and y be elements of order 2 and 3 in 
( gi), respectively. By 13.2, x is regular on 9, so M(x) < & by 5.6. By 13.3 
and 5.8, M(y)<&. So by 3.3, U<(l-t&+&)/6=&c&. Again 
& < =&, a contradiction. 
13.5. If g, E G, and /g,l 2 4 then k = 2 and g, or g, is an involution. 
Proof. Assume g, E GP and /g,l>4. Then by 5.10.6, U, <a. Take 
U2>U3, and let a=lg,l. By 13.3, M,6%, so by 3.10, a<3 and 
fJ2> 11,679 33.600’ 
As g, is of prime order a = 2 or 3, g, is regular on 9 and k = a by 13.1. 
In particular M, < l/60”- i by 5.6. Thus U, < (1 t (a - 1)/60”- “)/a, SO as 
u 
2 
> 11 679 533663 a=2 
13.6. if g, E G, then (gl) n S is empty. 
ProofX Assume otherwise. By 13.4, / g,l >, 4, so by 13.5, S is of type 
(2c, 2,2b,) and by 12.1, c, b,> 1. Let t be the involution in (8,). If c is 
even then by 5.9, t E D, so M(t) < A. Now N= xi N, + E <N, + M, + 
M,+b+ij+h+$&+&= m by 13.3. As 0=1-C(S)=N and S is 
of type (4c,, 2, 2bo), we conclude that S is of type (2,4,2d) with dd 5. 
Thus Igil= or 8. 
If lgll = 4 then N1 < i. &= & by 3.3.3. Suppose lgll = 8, so that 
x = g: E G,. If g, E N,(L) then L is not A, as Aut(L) has no element of 
order 8. Indeed N1 < 7M(t)/8 < $ by 5.7 and 3.3.3. If g1 $ N,(L) then 
applying 5.12 to (g,, L), N, < 5M(t)/8 < &. So in any event N1 < &. 
We next consider N, . First Jg31 = 4, 6, 8, or 10. Further Tf rgj with 
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x=g:~G~, so for y~(.x),f(~)=f~(y’)~, wheref,(y) is the number of 
fixed points of y on U(T). Further f(g3) =fr(x). We conclude that the 
minimum value of N3 is obtained when jg3) = 4, where N, < $. 
Thus N<$+&+$+&=$$<i, so S is of type (2,4,6), Then 
N3 < (g + &)/6 = & by 13.3 and 3.4, so N < 4, a contradiction. 
So c is odd. Hence as ) g,J = 2, t E 9 and b, = 2b is even by 13.2. 
Assume first L is not A,. Then N2 < l/21< &. As c is odd, 3.4 says 
N1 d (M(t) -t 2(c - 1) M(gf))/2c and we conclude N, Q &. Finally 
N3<M(g3)<$ by 13.3 and 5.7.4. Thus Ci Ni+s<&+&-t$+&<&. 
Now 12.2 and the fact that each g, has even order supplies a contradiction. 
Therefore L E A5. Then N2=&. Let g,=s and .P={r’,P) with 
[t, P] = 1. Observe that as c is odd, h = g: does not centralize KE P by 
12.3.2. Thus f(gi)/n <M(t) IK C,(h)] =M(t)d by 5.3. Hence by 3.4, 
N1~((M(t)+(c-1)d(1+M(t)))/2c~(4+19(c-1)M(h))/30c. As LgA,, 
c=3 or 5, so N,<&. Finally by 13.3, N3<M3<<. So CiNi+s< 
& + $$ + 3 + & < $. Then as S is of type (2c, 2,4b) with c odd it follows 
that S is of type (2,4,6). That is (c, b) = (3, 1). 
We now calculate directly that (G, a) has no such Thompson system S. 
Let i = f( g:) and iZ = f( t) and i, =f( I”). Then 3.2.1 becomes: 
6f2 + 2i2 + 4i, + 4fl + 3i + 6f3 = 3624 - 24g. 
Further f2 = 60 and i = 16’ = 256 or 10’ = 100, depending on whether the 
automorphism yU of L associated with u = g: as in 5.7.3 is inner or outer. 
In either case as (gi) is regular on d, i = (&)‘. 
Let G* = G/D. Then G* = <t*, s*), where s= g,. Also t*s* = gz is of 
order 4, so G* Z’ D,. So the automorphism yt of L associated with t is in 
Ly,. Hence i2 = 6Of,. So 
6g + i3 + fl = 120 or 426, (*I 
for i = 256 or 100, respectively. Finally gf = h does not centralize f ‘, so 
i, = 3 .60 = 180 or 3* = 9, for h centralizing or not centralizing f, respec- 
tively. In the later case fi = 3 and in the former fi = 3f3. So substituting in 
(*) we find g 2 36. This is a contradiction as 336(g- 1) <n = 602, so 
ge 11. 
13.7. Each gi is nontrivial on $9”. 
ProoJ: Assume g, E G,. By 13.6, Y n (g, ) is empty. 
Suppose (g, 1 B 4. Then by 13.5, k = 2 and we may take g, to be an 
involution. Thus S is of type (c, 2,2b) with b Z 2 and c> 4. Now 
N, d M, < ff and N, d &,. Claim N3 < &. If not, by 13.3, the involution x 
in ( g3) is regular on each member of 8. Then g, = xh or yh with h of odd 
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order and y of order 4. Observe that if g, = y then N3 6 (2 -t A)/4 -C $ 
by 3.4. In the remaining cases use 3.6. So the claim is established. 
Thus 8 = 1 - .Z < N = xi Ni + E < 2. Now 0 = (be - c - 2b)/2bc, so 
b < 21Oc/( 157~ - 420), so c = 4 and b < 4, or c d 8 and b = 2. 
Observe that g, 4: GA. For if so GA = ( g$ ) z Z,, contradicting GA 
transitive on d. So if c is odd then m > 2. On the other hand if m > 2 then 
b > 2, N,, N, < &, and N, < (k)‘, so N < A, contradicting 12.2. Therefore 
c is even and m = 2. Hence by remarks above, S is of type (2,4,6) or 
(2,4,8). If c = 4 then g: E G, so M, d & and N, <A. Similarly if c = 8 
then NI f & by 5.12. If c=6 then N1 < & by 3.3. If b=2 then a lower 
bound on N, is obtained when g, is transitive on A, where N3 < &. For 
b = 4 the bound is better and for b = 3, N, < &. Now we calculate that 
N < 0 in each case, a contradiction. 
So Jg,/ = 2 or 3. Then N, < & and by 13.3 and 3.3, N2, N3 d &, so 
N < $. Hence as k divides 1 g,l and ) g,J, we conclude from 12.2 that S is of 
type (3, 3,4) with k = 3, (2, 5, 5) with k = 5, (2,4, b) with k = 2 or 4, or 
(2,3,b) with k=2 or 3. Now if k>2 then N2, N3<(&)3 by 13.3, so 
N < &. Hence by 12.2, k = 3 and S is of type (2,3,9). Here N, < &, so 
N < -$, contradicting 12.2. 
So k =r 2. Suppose,first lgl/ = 2. Then each gj has even order so S is of 
type (2,4,6) and 6 = &. If g, is the element of S of order 4 then Ni < &. 
Further the involution in ( gj ) is regular on 9 for some j # i. With this is 
in mind we check the two cases and find N-C 8. 
So S is of type (2, 3, b), g, has order 3, and g, is an involution regular 
on PP, Hence N, d & and by 12.3.2, g, is faithful on <r) for each r~9. 
Thus Ni < 2/3 .202:< l/600 by 5.8. Finally N, < A. Therefore N< &, so S 
is of type (2,3,8). Now if L is not A,, Ah, or L,(2) then N, GM,< 8, 
while if L is A,, A,, or L,(2) then by 5.9, the involution in (g3) is in D, 
so M3 d &. So in any case N3 d &. But then N < &, completing the proof. 
13.8. (1) Ifgiisofprimeorderp then Ni~(p-l)/pl’“-‘““-“~:. 
(2) Ni+ 
ProoJ Let g = gi and N = Nj. By 13.6, g acts nontrivially on 8. So (1) 
holds by 5.6. 
Assume N>$. As N<M(g), M(g)> &, so by 5.7 and 5.8, (g) con- 
tains an element t E Y and either t E 5 or L z A5 and t induces an outer 
automorphism on L. So by 5.9, g = th, h of odd order b. By 3.4, 
N < (M(t) + 2(b - 1) M(h))/2b. 
Further as g is nontrivial on 9, if b is prime then M(h) < l/Zp- 1 < (&J”, so 
N<(&+($)2)/6<&, a contradiction. Thus b&9. So if M(h)<& then 
4811135/2-6 
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N< 419.15 + l/20 < l/12. Thus by 5.8, L E A, and (h) has an element 
x E G, of order 5 centralizing d - r for some f E 9’. It follows that h = xy 
with y of order c prime to 10 and y nontrivial on 9’. By 3.4, 
N< (9M(tx) + lO(c- 1) M(y))/lOc d 6/25c + M(Y). 
Again if c is prime then M(y) < (&)” so N<&+($J2<&. Thus ~89 so 
Nd$+&<&. 
13.9. (1) If (gi( ~6 then Ni<&. 
(2) IfIg,\ =4 then Ni,<$. 
(3) If (gil =8 then N&. 
(4) IfIgil =9 then Nigh. 
(5) If JgiJ = 10 then Ni$ A. 
(6) If Jgil = 12 then Ni < &. 
ProoJ: Let g = gi and N = Ni. Suppose g is of order 2p, p = 3 or 5. Then 
g = tx, t, x of order 2, p, respectively. Then as g is nontrivial on 8, either 
t or x is nontrivial on 8. In the first case by 3.3, N ,< (& + &)/6 = & if p = 3 
and N < &, if p = 5. In the second N < (& + 4/602)/6 < & if p = 3 and 
NC& ifp=5. So (1) and (5) hold. 
Suppose g is of order 4 and let t = g2. As g is nontrivial on .Y either t 
is nontrivial on .P’, and hence Ni d (k)“, or t fixes T# Tg, and we may 
assume the latter. Now the fixed point ratio of t, g on (r, rg) is at most 
$&, &, respectively, so Nd & by 3.3. A similar argument establishes (3) 
and (4). 
Finally let Jg( = 12. Then g = yx, y, x of order 4,3, respectively. 
M(y) < & and M(x) d $, so N < g by 34. 
13.10. S is not of type (c, a, b) with c, a, b prime. 
ProoJ If so N1<&, and Nj6(&)2 for i>l. So CjNi+.z<&, 
contradicting 12.2. 
Let Sbe of type (c,a,b), cbadb. Let t?=l--C(S) and N=Ci N,+E. 
Then N = 8. Suppose c> 5. Then 8> 3 while by 13.8.2, N < f + E < 3. So 
c<4. If c=4 then eat while N,<< by 13.9 and N2+N3<$ by 13.8. So 
N++E<& Thus c<3. 
Suppose c = 3. Then N1 d & by 13.8. If b > 8 then 02 $ while 
N<&+&+E<$. So a,<b<7 and hence N,+N,<&by 13.8 and 13.9. 
Thus N< &, so by 12.2, S is of type (3,3,4). But now N< 3, contra- 
dicting 12.2. 
So c=2. Then N,<&. If a>5 and b>lO then e>& while 
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N<&+$+E<~, a contradiction. If aa5 and b<lO then S>& and 
N< &+ & + & + E < & unless S is of type (2,6,6). In the latter case 
8=i>N. 
So a=3 or 4 and N,d& or 1 3x3 respectively. Hence 
N~~+~+~+~<~,soby12.2,Sisoftype(2,4,b)withb=5,6,7or 
(2, 3, b) with 7 < b < 24. In particular if a = 4 then N, < &, so N < h and 
hence b = 5 by 12.2. But then N < $ = 8. 
So a = 3 and hence N2 < & and N < &. By 13.10, b is not a prime so 
by 12.2, b = 8, 10, or 12. In each case we find from 13.9 that N < 8. So we 
have obtained a contradiction and shown: 
THEOREM 13.11. I’ (G, Sz, S) satisfies Hypothesis DS then k = 1. 
14. PROPERTIES OF SOME SIMPLE GROUPS 
14.1. Let L 2 L,(17), A = Aut(L), w, v E L of order 3 such that wo is of 
order 4, and L = (w, v ). Then there exists an involution a E A with wa = U. 
Proof. Let C be the class of elements of L of order 4, so that WV E C. 
Define T= T(wA, wA, C) as in 2.4. By 2.4, A has two orbits on T. 
Regard L as the image of L = SL,( 17). Then we may take 
Let B = $-g(P), where 
We calculate that (Tr(i%(p)), Tr(G-%(/I))) is (6, -5), (6,7), for p = 2,3, 
respectively. As $G(fl) has trace 6, Iwv(/?)I =4, so (w, u(2), WV(~)) and 
(w, v(3), WV(~)) are representatives for our two orbits of A on T and 
w-%(2) is not conjugate to w-i u(3). Now 2.5.3 completes the proof. 
14.2. Let L E L2(8), A = Aut(L), u E A of order 3, and v E uL, such that 
uv is of order m and L < (u, v). Then either of the following implies that 
there is an involution CI E A with ua = v: 
(1) m=6. 
(2) m=7 anduEL. 
Proof. Suppose first m = 6. Then as L contains no element of order 6, 
u$ L. Then as v E u’, uv$ L. So from the character tabie of A and 2.4, 
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T= T(uL, uL, (~a)“) is of order 2 IA]. In particular A has two orbits T1 and 
T2 on T. But if B is a subgroup of A of order 168 then Tn B is nonempty, 
so if T1 is the orbit with Tn Bc T, then (u, vr) #A for (u, vi, UV~)E Tl. 
Thus a E T2 and 2.5.2 completes the proof. 
So assume m = 7 and u EL. Then from the character table of L and 2.4, 
A acts transitively on T = T(uA, z/, (uu)~), so 2.5.2 completes the proof. 
14.3. Let LrA,, A=Aut(L), and S,gSsd A. Let u, VES with 
L < (u, v ). Then any of the following implies there exists an involution CI E A 
such that ua=v: 
(1) (uJ = Iv/ =3 and (uvI =4 or 5. 
(2) IuJ = IvJ = 5 and JuvI = 2. 
(3) Iu( = (VI =6 and [uv( =2. 
(4) The least common multiple of IuI and IvJ is 4 and luvj =2. 
ProoJ: Assume the hypothesis of (1). If u E uL we may take U, v to be 
3-cycles. But then L # (u, 0). So without loss u = (1,2, 3) and then 
as L= (u, v), up to conjugation in C,(U), v= (1,4,5)(2, 3,6) or 
(1,2, 5)(2, 3, 6). Then (UV( = 4, 5 in the respective case and 2.5.2 supplies a 
contradiction, completing the proof. 
Similarly if the hypothesis of (2) or (3) hold then 2.4 and 2.5.2 complete 
the proof. 
Finally assume the hypothesis of (4). As .z = uv is of order 3, we may take 
z = (1,2, 3). Assume first u is an involution. As L ,< (u, z), u moves 4, 5, 
and 6, so either u has no fixed points, or up to conjugation under C,(z), 
u = (3,4)(5, 6). In the latter case L Q (u, z) acts on {5, 6}, a contradiction. 
Similarly in the former case, as (z, u) acts on no nontrivial subset of 
(4, 5, 6}, up to conjugation in C(z), u = (1,4)(2, 5)(3, 6). But then 
v = uz = (1, 5, 2, 6, 3, 4), contradicting v of order 4. 
So we may take u and v of order 4. Suppose v # L. As S, = (z, v), v 
moves 4, 5, and 6, so up to conjugation in C,(z), v-l = (3,4,5,6). But 
then u=zv- 1 = (1 2, 4, 5, 6, 3), contradicting u of order 4. 
So v EL and as ; acts on no nontrivial subset of (4, 5, 6}, up to conjuga- 
tion in C(z), v-l is (1, 2) (3, 4, 5,,6), (1, 6)(2, 3, 4, 5), (1, 6)(2, 4, 5, 3), or 
(1, 6)(2, 4, 3, 5). Then U=ZV-1 is (2, 4, 5, 6, 3), (1, 3, 6)(2, 4, 5), (1, 4, 5, 
3, 6), or (1, 4, 3, 6)(2, 5) and as JuJ = 4 the last case must hold. But now 
z# = u where /I = (1, 5)(2, 6)(3,4), a contradiction. 
14.4. Let A,rL, A=Aut(L), andM,,~MMA. Let u, vEM--L be of 
order 4 with M= (u, v) and uv an involution. Then there exists an involution 
CI E A with ua = v. 
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Proof. In the notation of 2.4, let T= T(u’, z./, I), where I is the set of 
involutions of L. By 2.4, (TI = 4, 500. Now A has orbits T, and T, sn T, 
where T1 consists of the triples (x, X, x2) and T2 consists of the triples 
(x, xy, x’y), where y is of order 3 and x is in the Bore1 group B af y. 
Now 1 T,/ = l&l = 180 and IT21 = JBA( 1~~ n BI IO,(B)* I = 2,880. Thus 
T3 = T - (T, u T2) is of order 1,440 = \A 1, so T, is an orbit under A. Now 
2.5.2 completes the proof. 
14.5. Let L z L2( ll), A = Aut(L). Then any of the foilowing imply there 
is an involution a E A with ua = v. 
(1) IuJ = IV\ =3, lurl=5 or 11, and L= (u, u). 
(2) Ju/ = 1111 =5, luvl =2, and L= (u, v}. 
Prooj As usual we use 2.4, 2.5.2, and the character table of L. In 
making these calculations, keep in mind that A is transitive on its 22 
A,-subgroups; that if 1~1 = (VI = 5 with 1~01 = 2 and u # aL then (u, v} z AS; 
and there is one A-orbit of triples (u, v, UV) with (u, u) E AT, IuI = Iv1 = 3, 
and uv in a fixed class of elements of order 5. 
15. SMALL CASES 
In this section we continue the hypothesis and notation of Section 12; in 
particular we assume Hypothesis DS with r = 3. By the previous section, 
k= 1. 
15.1. Assume m>2, let he H be of prime order p, and let t be the 
number offixedpoints of h on A. Then 
(1) IftfO then f(h)= /CL(t)(t-ll(m--t)‘p, so 
M(h)=f(h)/Z”-‘= l/IL: C,(h)l’-’ l(P-l)(m--i)‘f’. 
(2) rft=O then f(h)<l”‘*, so M(h)< l/~((P-l)m’p-ll). 
(3) Either M(h)< l/l or hEGd and M(h)= l/IL: C,(h)/“-‘. 
(4) M(h) < &. 
ProoJ As k= 1, (1) and (2) follow from 5.4 and 5.5. As m >2, (1) and 
(2) imply (3). As Zk 60 and m > 2, (3) says that either M(h) < & or h E 6, 
and M(h) < l/IL: C,(h)12. Then 5.7 and 5.8 complete the proof. 
15.2. m= 2. 
Proof. Assume m > 2 and let N = xi N, + E and 8 = 1 -C(S). Then 
N=8. But by 15.1.4, NQ$+a<&, so by 12.2, S is of type (2,4, 5) or 
(2, 3, b), 7 6 b d 9, with 8 = 8, &, $, or &, respectively. Then N, < &. 
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If S is of type (2,4,5) then N,<& and N3< &, by 15.1, so NC&. 
Hence S is of type (2,3, b) and N2 Q 2/(3 . 202) = & So N3 > 8 - h-s = 
0 - a. But & - & = & > & so we conclude from 15.1.4 that b = 7. 
So S is of type (2,3,7). If g, E Gd then G = G/GA = ( g1 ) is solvable, so 
by 3.6.1, G = GA, a contradiction. Thus g, # GA, so N3 < 1/606 < A-- &, a 
contradiction. 
We have reduced to the case where km = 2. That is, G has 2 components. 
In the remainder of this section we assume L is neither AS nor L,(7). Recall 
that e < & and by 12.12, L is L,(q), 9 d q <25, AT, L2(8), or L,(16). Now 
it follows from these facts and 5.7 and 5.8 that: 
15.3. Let h E G be of prime order p. Then 
(1) M(h)<&. 
(2) Ifp=2 and h#F then either LrA, or A,, M(h)<&, and h 
induces an outer automorphism on L, or M(h) < A. 
(3) Ifp = 3 then M(h) < &, and M(h) < & unless L is L,(8) or L,(9). 
(4) Zfp>3 then M(h)<&, unlessp=ll, LgLL,(ll), andM(h)<$. 
15.4. Let h E H be of order 4. Then either 
(1) h acts on L andf(h) = (C,(g)/. In particular N(h) < &. 
(2) h does not act on L and f(h) is the number of elements in C,(h’) 
inverted by the automorphism y = ah of C,(h’), where a: L -+ Lh is the 
isomorphism with Hn D = {xxa: x E L}. In particular N(h) < 8. 
ProoJ If h acts on L then as usual f(h) = IC,(h)l. Then we check 
N(h) = (f(s) + 2f(h))/41,< 8, If L # Lh then 5.18 completes the proof. 
15.5. At least two members of S have even order. 
Proof. This follows from 3.6.1. 
15.6. If h E G is not an involution then N(h) < &. 
ProoJ: ,As N(h) <M(h), by 15.3 and 15.4 we may assume h is of even 
order and the involution t in (h) is in F or induces an outer 
automorphism on L E A, or A,. Then by 5.9, h = tx, x of odd order b. 
Then by 15.3, either b = 3 or M(x) < &. In the latter case by 3.4 and 15.3, 
N(g)<&+ &< A. In the former N(h)< (&+$)/6<&. 
15.7. S is of type (2,4, 5), (2,4, 6), (2,4, 7) or (2, 3, b), 8 <b ~222 and 
b even. 
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P~ooJ Let N = xi Ni + E and 0 = 1 - C(S). Thus N= 0. Let S be of 
type (c,II,~) with c<a<b. If c33 and a>4 then 82;. But Ni<& by 
15.6, so N < & + & < $. Thus c d 3 and if c = 3 then a = 3. The latter is 
impossible by 15.5. So c = 2. Thus N, d &. So Nd N, + & + E < 4. But if 
a86 then S>i, so a<5. If a=4 or 5 then by 15.3 and 15.4, N,f&. So 
N< 3~; and hence b=5 if a=5 while b<7 if a=4. By 15.5, Sis not 
of type (2, 5, 5). 
So take a = 3. Then by 15.5, b is even. Also N2 < &, so N d s0 -=z $and 
hence b < 22 by 12.2. 
15.8. u L z L,(q) then q d 13. 
Proof. Assume q > 13. Let G = G/D. Then G d Z, x Out(L) and either 
Out(L) z Z, or E, or Lr L,(16) and Out(L) zz Z,. Observe that by 15.7, 
g, is of order 3 or 4, so g2 = 1 in the first case and in the second ] g2/ < 2 - - unless Lzz L2( 16) and lg2j =4. In the latter case as g,g,g, = 1, 4 divides 
the order of g,, contradicting 15.7. So g2E D if ] g,/ = 3 and g$ E D if 
I g,l = 4. Similarly if g, is of order 8 then g: ED. 
By 5.7, M(h)<16/(17.15) if hey-, M(h)<& if hEY--F-, and 
M(h) < l/(17.9) if h E Y n D, with the bounds achieved in L,(16) in the 
first two cases and in L,(17) in the third. By 5.8, M(h) < l/(17 . 16) if 
]h ] = 3 and M(h) < l/( 16 .9) if h is of odd order. Then by 3.4, if h is of 
order 2c, c > 1 odd, then N(h) -C 8. 
Next N2 d 2M( g,)/3 Q & if lg,/ =3 while 3M(g,)/4$& if lg,J =4, 
since g: E D. If (g3) contains no member of Y we have shown 
N, < M3 d 9. On the other hand if ( g3) contains a member of F then by 
5.9, g, is of order 2c, c > 1 odd, so again N, d 8 by the previous paragraph. 
Thus with 15.7, N = Cj Ni + E < 8/( 17 .15) $1/204 t l/68 + l/168 < l/17. 
So as N = 1 -E(S) = 8, we conclude from 12.2 that S is of type (2,4,5) or 
(2, 3, 8). 
Suppose S is of type (2,4, 5). Then N, d &, so NK &= 8, a contra- 
diction. So S is of type (2, 3, 8). We observed in the first paragraph of this 
proof that g,, g: E D, and hence G = (g,) D z Lwr Z,. Also D contains an 
element of order 4, so L is not L,(16). If q # 17 we calculate that 
N < & = 8. So L E L,( 17). Now 5.16 and 14.1 supply a contradiction. 
15.9. L is not isomorphic to L2(8). 
ProoJ: First M(t) = & for t E Y while M(t) < & for t E Y - Y. If h is of 
order 3 either h E D and M(h) < & or h induces a field automorphism on 
L and M(h) = &. 
The order of D is not divisible by 5 or 11 and D contains no elements 
of order 4, so we conclude from 15.7 that S is of type (2,4,6), (2,4,7), 
(2,3, 12), (2, 3, 14), or (2, 3, 18). 
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Suppose G = G/D is not of order 2. Then G E Z,, so gl, gz, g3 are of 
order 2, 3, 6, respectively. Thus S is of type (2, 3, 12) or (2, 3, 18). Then 
N=CiNi+&=~f~+N3+&~~+N3. Let y=g,. Ify is of order 18 
then by 3.3, 
4~) = (n +-f(2) +2f(3) + 609) + 2f(6) + 6f(l8))/18, 
where f(i) is the number of fixed points of an element of order i in (y ). 
Thus 
18=$. 
Thus N < $ = 1 - C(S) = 0, a contradiction. 
This leaves the case S of type (2, 3, 12). Here we appeal to 5.16 and 14.2 
for a contradiction. 
So G is of order 2. So HE Z, x L2(8) and elements of G of order 3 are 
in D. Thus if S is of type (2,3,b) then N,<$+&+&+N3=$+N3. 
Now if b = 18 then 
2 6 L+Z+d+- - 
63 56 56 56.9+56.9 
Is=& 
so N < i = 8, a contradiction. Hence b = 12 or 14 and as L contains no ele- 
ment of order 6, b = 14 by 5.16. Then 5.16 and 14.2 supply a contradiction. 
So S is of type (2,4, b) with b = 6 or 7. Then g, &D and fi = 0 as neither 
D nor H has elements of order 4. So as G/D r Z,, either g, or g, is in D. 
In any case N < 4163 + l/4.63 + l/168 + N3 = 371504 + N3 and if g, ED 
then N<&+N,. If b=7 then N,<&, so Nd$&<$=t? So b=6. If 
g, ED then M(g,) = 0 as Hn D contains no element x of order 2 or 3 
with 6 dividing (C,(x)(. Thus N< A= 8 in this case. Hence g, E D, 
NJ Q (8163 + 2156 + 219 .56)/6 = l/36, and N < $ + $ = g < A, 
15.10. (1) If S is not of type (2,4,6) then G/D 2 Z2. 
(2) If S is of type (2,4,6) then G/D 2 Z, or E4. 
Proof: If s E S is of odd order then as Out(L) is an elementary abelian 
2-group, s E D. Then as G = (g,, s), G= G/D = ( gl) z Z,. Similarly (2) 
holds. 
15.11. L is not L,(13). 
ProoJ Assume L z L,(13). Then G has no elements of order 5, 8, 9, or 
11, so S is of type (2,4,6), (2, 4, 7), (2, 3, 12), or (2, 3, 14). If y E F then 
M(y) d $. If YEY -F then M(y) d &, so if h is of order 4 then 
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N(y)d3/4.91. If y is of order 3 then M(y)<l/2*91. So N,63/4.91. 
Finally N3 d &, with the bound attained when Jg3/ = 6. Thus 
Ci Ni + E < 23/546 + 3/4.91+ 3/182 + l/l68 < l/12 < 1 - C(S), completing 
the proof. 
15.12. L is not A,. 
ProoJ Assume L z A,. Then G has no elements of order 9, 11, or 16 so 
S is not of type (2, 3, b), for b = 16, 18, or 22. Also M(y) < & for y E P’, and 
M(y) d & for y of order 3. If a a-element y is a square then y E D, so 
M(y) < &. Hence if 1 yl = 4 then N(y) < 3/4.1/105 = l/140. If y is of prime 
order greater than 3 then M(y) d &. So N2 d 2/3 .70 = l/l05 and hence 
N=Cj Ni+~<&+&+$g+N3=&+N3. Now for b=12, 
ad = (n +m + x3) + x41-t v(6) + 4fww 
so N3 < (l/l05 + 2/70 + 2/105 -t- 2/2 .105 + 4/2 .105)/12 = l/140. If b # 6, 
this is an upper bound for N3. (Here we recall H has no element of order 
8.) Thus N< $6 1 -C(S) = 8, unless S is of type (2,3,8). On the other 
hand if b = 6 then by 3.4, N3 < (& -t %)/6 = & and N, < 314.105 = l/140, so 
N<&=%. 
So S is of type (2, 3, 8). Here N, = &, so unless the upper bound of 
M(g2)= $ is attained, NC &= 8. So by 5.16, g, = t, g,= UV’, and 
g, = tv-kf, with L = (u, v), U, v 3-cycles in L, uv of order 4. This is 
impossible as L is not generated by a pair of 3-cycles. 
16. THE CASE L z A, 
In this section we continue the hypothesis and notation of section 12 
with LEA,. By the previous section, d is of order 2. Let 
B = N,,,,,,W n D) and A =Aut(L). Then N,(HnD)rZ, x A. Eet 
cx L -+ Lo be the isomorphism of LEA with L # Lo E A such that 
HnD={x( ) XC : x E L}. Then the map 71: x -+ X(XCJ) is an isomorphism of 
L with HnD. 
A/L has four cosets which we denote by In, P, S6, M, where (In) = L, 
(P) cz PGL,(9), (S6) cz &, and (M) z M,,. 
16.1. B has 4 classes of involutions in B, denoted by y?L, yf,, Ysh, Y&, 
and S$, where if t is a representative of the respective class then t E L in the 
first case, t E D is diagonal in the second case, and Lt = S6, S6, P, in the 
remaining cases, respectively. Further f(t) = 0 for t E .9’i6. 
16.2. B has 4 classes of involutions not in B,, denoted by &, Tss, Tj, 
and Yj, where yt = ot E In, S6, P, M, respectively, and f (t) = 0 for t E Y&. 
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16.3. N,(H) has 3 classes of elements of order 4 in B, denoted by &,, 
9 9 St?> M, where 9x E X. 
16.4. N,(H) has 3 classes of elements of order 4 not in B, : E, = a&. for 
X= In, S6, M. 
In Table 16.5 we list the values of f(x) for x of order 2 and 4. To 
calculate f(x) for x E &X, use 15.4.2. 
46 30 36 8 24 10 2 2 4 4 4 2 
16.6. S is of type (2, 4, 5), (2, 4, 6), (2, 3, 8), or (2, 3, 10). 
Proo$ As G has no elements of order 7, 9, 11, or 16, S is not of type 
(2, 4, 7), (2, 3, 14), (2, 3, 16), (2, 3, 18), or (2, 3, 22). So by 15.7 we may 
assume S is of order (2, 3, 4b), b = 3 or 5, and it remains to produce a 
contradiction. Now the involution t in (g, > is in Y;, since by 15.10, G/D 
is of exponent 2 and g, $ Gd. But as t E Y&, C,(t) is a 2-group, whereas 
g E C,(t) is not a 2-element. 
16.7. S is not of type (2, 3, b) or (2, 4, 5). 
Proof: If S is of type (2, 3, b) then by 16.6, b = 8 or 10. But if S is of 
type (2, 3, 8), (2, 3, lo), or (2, 4, 5), then 5.16 and 14.3 supply a contradic- 
tion 
We have reduced to the case where S is of type (2, 4, 6). 
16.8. g, E Y. 
ProoJ: First g, = he, where h is of order 3 and e is an involution. Let 
j, =f(e), j, = f(h). Let i, = f(g:). A ssume g, # Y. Then g,, g, & G,, so by 
16.5, i, = 8, f2 < 4, j, d 9, and f3 < 1. Similarly j, < 46 and as g, $ Y, fi < 24. 
Finally as n = 360 and 336(g - 1) < n, g < 2. But 
6fi + 3i, -t 6f2 + 2j, + 4j, + 4fJ = 384 - 24g, (*I 
so our inequalities show the right hand side of (*) is less than the left hand 
side, a contradiction. 
16.9. g, E No(L). 
ProoJ Assume not. By 3.9, g, = t EY, so g, E NG(L). Thus by 5.16, 
g, = uv’ with U, v EA, the least common multiple m of 1~1 and [VI is equal 
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to 6, and z = uv is an involution with L < (u, v >. As L < (u, b ) = (u, z) = 
(u, z ), neither u nor v is an involution. Thus as m = 6, u or v is of order 
6: say u. Then u $ L as L has no element of order 6, so as v E uL, v is not 
of order 3. Hence v is of order 6 too. As PGL,(9) and M,, have no 
elements of order 6, (u, v) = Sg. But now 14.3 supplies a contradiction. 
16.10. g, = t E .F-, g,= uv*, and g, = tv-‘u-‘, where u, v E A, the least 
common multiple of IuI and 1111 is 4, Iuvl = 3, L < (u, II), and there exist no 
involution DIE A with ua = v. 
Proof. By 13.9 and 13.10, t=g,EF and g,EN,(L), so g3#iVG(L). 
Now apply 5.16. 
16.11. u and v are of order 4. 
ProoJ Assume not. As the least common multiple of 1~1 and ju1 is 4, 
and as L<(u,v), we may take lul=2 and jvl=4. Now VEUL contains 
elements of order 2 and 4. Hence (u, v> z A6 or Se. Now apply 14.3. 
16.12. (u, L) z M,,. 
Proof. As v is of order 4 in uL, (u, L) rMIo, S,, or A,, and we may 
assume one of the latter two cases holds. Then appeal to 14.3. 
Note that 16.10-16.12 and 14.4 supply a contradiction. Thus we have 
shown: 
THEOREM 16.13. If Hypothesis DS holds then L is not A,. 
17. THE CASE Lz L,(ll) 
In this section we continue the hypothesis and notation of Section 12 
with L 2 L2( 11). Let A = Aut(L), so that A 2 PGL,( 11). 
Observe that G has no elements of order 7, 8, 9, or 20, so by 15.7: 
17.1. S is of type (2, 4, 5), (2, 4, 6), or (2, 3, b) with b= 10, 12, or 22. 
17.2. S is not of type (2, 3, b) or (2, 4, 5). 
ProoJ: This follows from 5.16 and 14.5, unless S is of type (2, 3, 12). 
There we calculate Nr < f, N, < &, and 
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as H < PGL,( 11) x Z, contains no element of order 12. But now N < h = 9, 
a contradiction. 
We have reduced to the case S of type (2,4, 6). Then g, = eh with e E F, 
h ED of order 3. Let i2 = f(g$ j, =f(e), and j, =f(h). Then 
17.3. 6fi + 3i2 + 6fi + 2j2 + 4j, + 4f3 = 684 - 24g. 
17.4. g<2. 
ProoJ: 336(g-l)<n=660. 
Observe that as g: ED, i, < 12 by 5.7. Similarlyf,, j, < 66, j, < 6, f2 < 8, 
and f3 ,< 6. Let N be the left hand side of the equation in 17.3. As gQ2, 
N> 684-48 = 636. Now if fi # 66 then by 5.7, fi ,< 56, so Nd 600, 
contradicting N 2 636. So fi = 66 and hence M = N - fi 2 636 - 396 = 240. 
Similarly if e & F then j, 6 12, so M < 156, a contradiction. Therefore 
eEJr, so j, = 6 and f3 < 2. Also g, E NG(L), so f2 < 6. But now 
M < 238 < 240, a contradiction. 
18. THE CASE Lr L,(7) 
In this section we continue the hypothesis and notation of Section 12 
with Lg L,(7). Let A = Aut(L), so that A g PGL,(7). Recall that by 13.11 
and 15.2, m = 2 and k = 1. 
Observe that from 5.7, if x E &, then f(x) = 22 and M(x) = g, if x E F& 
then f(x) = 28 and M(x) = a, if x E Y;, then f (x) = 8 and M(x) = &, and if 
x E %Llt then f(x) = 6 and M(x) = &. Here g,,, Yo,, denotes the class of 
involutions in N,(L) fixing points and inducing an inner, outer 
automorphism on L, respectively. Similarly from 5.5, if x is of order 3, 7 
then M(x) < 8, $, respectively. Using these facts we calculate the maxi- 
mum value of N(x) for XE G of order m, and list this value in Table 18.1. 
TABLE 18.1 
1x1 2 3 4 6 7 8 12 14 28 
Observe also that these are the possible orders of elements of G. Let 
Ni=N(g,), N=Ci N,+E, and 6=1--Z(S). Thus N=8. 
18.2. Either S is of type (2, 4, b) for b=6, 7, or 8, or S is of type (2, 
3, b) for b = 8, 12, or 14. 
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Proof. Let S be of type (a, c, b) with a d c < b. At most one of a, b, c 
is equal to 2 by 12.1, so by 18.1, NG&+$+&=&<i. In particular 
8 = N < a, so a < 3, and if a = 3 then c = 3. The latter is impossible by 15.5. 
Therefore a = 2. If c > 6 then 6 > i > N, so c < 4. Further if c = 4 then as 
8 < 1, b < 12 by 12.2.3, so the lemma holds in this case. 
So take c = 3. Then by 15.5, b is even and by 12.2.4, b 3 7. Thus by 18.1 
it remains to assume b = 28 and obtain a contradiction. But now i3 = s9 
while N d & + & + &, = g < g, for the desired contradiction. 
18.3. S is not of type (2, 3, b). 
Proof Assume S is of type (2, 3, b). By 5.16, g2=uv* with U, VE L of 
order 3, uv of order b/2 = 4, 6, 7, L = (u, v ), and there exists no involution 
a E A with ua = v. As L has no element of order 6, b P 12. In the remaining 
two cases, 9.4 supplies a contradiction. 
18.4. S is not of type (2, 4, 7). 
ProoJ: See 5.16 and 9.4. 
18.5. S is not of type (2, 4, 8). 
ProoJ Assume S is of type (2, 4, 8). Then 8 = $. Now 
N,-t-N,+E<&+&=$, so N,>$--$=&. Henceg,=tEY. 
Suppose g, E NG(L). Then as all elements of A of order 4 are in L, we 
have g, E D. Thus by 5.16, g, = uv’ with L = (u, v ), u and uv of order 4, 21 
of order 2 or 4, and there is no involution CI E A with U’ = v. IIowever if u 
is an involution then NZ=O, so N<h+$+&=&<i. So u and v are 
of order 4, and hence 9.4 supplies a contradiction. 
This leaves the case g, E NG(L). Thus by 5.16, g, = UV’, with u E A of 
order 8, v E uL of order 2 or 8, uv an involution, A = (u, v}, and there is 
no involution CI E A with zP = v. This time if v is an involution, N3 = 0 and 
N < $. Thus u and v are of order 8 and 9.4 supplies the final contradiction. 
We have reduced to the case where S is of type (2, 4, 6). Hence 8 = & 
by 12.2.3. As usual let g, = eh with e, of order 2, 3, respectively, jj =f(gJ, 
i2 = f( gz), j, = f(e), and j, = f(h). Then 
18.6. 6f+33i,+6f,+2j,+4j,+4&=192-24g. 
18.7. g< 1. 
ProoJ 336(g- l)<n= 168. 
18.8. g, 6 NG(L). 
ProojY Appeal to 5.16 and 9.4. 
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18.9. g, E N,(L). 
ProoJ: If not t = g, EY and by 18.8, g2$NG(L) so g, ENG(L). Now 
5.16 and 9.4.5 supply a contradiction. 
By 18.9, neither g, nor g, normalizes L. As g, & NG(L), i, = 8. Similarly 
as g, $ NG (L), e E Y, so j, = 3 and f, = 1. Therefore 
18.10. 3fi + 3f2 +j, = 76 - 12g. 
However as g, E NG (L), fi < 8. Also as g2 $ NG (L), fi < 2. Finally j, < 28, 
so 3fi + 3f2 + j, 6 58, while 76 - 12g # 64 by 18.8. This contradiction 
shows: 
THEOREM 18.11. If(G, Q, S) satisfies Hypothesis DS then L is not L,(7). 
19. THE CASE LrA, 
In this section we continue the hypothesis and notation of Section 12. 
We have reduced to the case L g A,. Let A = Aut(L), so that A z S,. 
Again by 13.11 and 15.2, m = 2 and k = 1. 
By 7.4, if x E &n thenf(x) = 16 and M(x) = 3, if x E Tout thenf(x) = 10 
and M(x) = & if x E qn then f(x) = 4 and M(x) = A, and if x E Yo,, then 
f(x) = 6 and M(x)= &. By 5.5, if x is of order 3,5 then M(x) < 8, &, 
respectively. Using these facts we calculate the maximum value of N(x) for 
x E G of order m, and list this value in Table 19.1. 
TABLE 19.1 
1x1 2 3 4 5 6 10 
max N(x) h B 3i- ik ii h 
Observe also that these are the possible orders of elements of G. Let 
Ni = N(gi), N = xi Ni + E, and 0 = 1 - Z(S). Thus N = 19. Let fi = f(gi). 
19.2. S is of type (2, 3, lo), (2, 4, b) for b= 5, 6, or 10, or (2, c, b) for 
c = 5 or 6 and b = 6 or 10. 
ProojI Let S be of type (a, c, b) with a G c <b. At most one of a, b, c is 
equal to 2 by 12.1, so by 19.1, N-<&+&=z<f. In particular 13=N<f, 
so a<4. Suppose a=3 or 4. Then N<&+$+&=g<$. So as N=e, 
a = 3. Then by 15.5, c and b are even, and hence as 8 < i, S is of type 
(3,4,4). But then N < & + & = & < i = B, a contradiction. 
Therefore a= 2. If c = 10 then b = 10 and 6’= &> g> N, a contra- 
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diction. So c = 3, 4, 5, or 6. Further if c = 5 then b is even by 15.5, and if 
c = 3 then b = 10 by 12.2.4. So the proof is complete. 
19.3. S is not of type (2, 3, lo), (2, 4, 5), or (2, 5, b). 
Proof. This follows from 5.16 and 6.8. 
19.4. g< 1. 
Proof. 336( g - 1) < IZ = 60. 
19.5. S is not of type (2, 6, 10). 
Prooj Assume S is of type (2, 6, 10). Then for i= 2, 3, gi= eihi, with ei 
an involution, h, of order 3, and h3 of order 5. Let i, =f(e,), i, = f(h2), 
j, = f (e,), and j, = f (h3). Then 
15fi + 5i2 + lOi, + lOf, + 3j, + 12j, + 12f, = 480 - 6Og. (“1 
Suppose g, ENS. Then g,, g, &NG(L), so i3 = 3, f2 = 1, and 
(jz, j,, f3) = (16, 5, 1) or (10, 0,O). Thus 3j2 -k 12j, f 12f, < 120. Hence as 
g < 1, 3fl + i, > 52. However fi < 6 and i, < 16, so 3fr + i, < 34, a contra- 
diction. 
So g, = t E 5. Suppose g, E N,(L). Then as A has no element of order 
10,j,=j,=f,=O.Alsoi,=3andf,=1,so3f,-ti,~76.Asf,,i,~16,this 
is a contradiction. 
Thus g, E N,(L). So g, 4 N,(L) and as above, 3j, f 12j, -t 12f, d 120. By 
5.16, g, = uu’, where U, u E A with the least common multiple of ju/ and 1~1 
equal to 6. If u is an involution then i, = f3 = 0, so 3fi i- iz > 60, contra- 
dicting fi < 16 and i, d 4. Similarly (~1 # 3. So u and u are of order 6. Now 
5.16 and 6.8 supply a contradiction. 
19.6. If S is of type (2, 6, 6) then g= 1, HEZ 2, x A,, fi =4, fi= 1, 
f(g:) = 3, andf(g?) = 16 for i= 2, 3, S= (uv’, mz’, t(a-%)(a-‘v)‘), and up 
to equivalence there are four choices for S with representatives a = (1, 2, 3) 
and (u, v) equal to: 
(1) u,2)(3,5), (1,2)(4,5). 
(2) (1,2)(3,4), u,4)(2,5). 
(3) (1,2)(3,5), (1,4)(2,5). 
(4) (1, 5x3,4), (1,4w, 5). 
Proof. Note that for i = 2, 3, g,= e,h, with ej, hi of order 2, 3, respec- 
tively. Let i, = f (e,), i3 = f(h2), j, = f(e3) and j, = f (h3). 
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Suppose first g, E Y. Then without loss g, E NG (L) and g, +! N,(L). But 
then 5.16 and 6.8 supply a contradiction. 
So g, EN,(L). Then by 5.16, e2 = t E Y-, h, = aa’, g, = uv’, and g, = tde’, 
whereu,v,a,d,eEA,uad=vae=l,aanddeareoforder3,L~((u,v,a), 
and there is no involution a E C,(a) with z.P = v. Next 
3fi + i, + 2i3 + 2fi + j, f 2j, + 2f3 = 72 - 12g. (*I 
As e,EY-, j,=j,=3 and f2=f3=1. Therefore 3f,+i,+j,=56-12g. If 
g,ED then fi=O or 4 and e,EtD, so i,=i,=lO or 16. Thus 
3fi + 2i, = 56 - 12g, and we conclude g= 1, fi = 4, and i2 = j, = 16. As 
fi = 4, u and r are involutions in L. On the other hand if g, #D then u and 
v are transpositions. 
In particular it follows that (u, v, a) is in the set B of Lemma 6.9. It 
follows from 6.9 that U, v E L, and to complete the proof of the lemma it 
remains to observe that if (G, Q, S’) is a genus 1 system satisfying the setup 
of this lemma, then (G, Q, S) is equivalent to (G, 0, 5”) if and only if 
(u, v, a) is equivalent to (u’, v’, a’) in the sense of 6.9. But the action of 
N A~~~G~W) n N(L) by conjugation on systems S corresponds to the action 
of A by conjugation on Z’, the action of t corresponds to the map t: of 6.9, 
and by 5.17, the action of Q: corresponds to an element in A{, and the 
action of Qz corresponds to 5. Thus 4.4.2 completes the proof. 
19.7. Assume S is of type (2, 10,4). Then g = 1, Hg Z, x S,, and either 
(1) S=(t, tub-‘, uv’),f3=f(g:)=0, and 
(fi,f(s~),f(g~),f,)=(lO, 165, 1) 0~ (16, 1% O,O). 
Moreover in each of the two cases (G, 52, S) is determined up to equivalence 
with representative u = (1,2, 3,4), v = (4, 5). 
(2) fi=6,f(g:)=%f,=2,f(g;)=16f(g;)=5,f,=1, 
S= (uv’, taa’, t(a-%)(a-%)‘), 
and up to equivalence there are three choices for S with representatives 
a=(l,2,3,4,5), v=(l,2), andu=(l,2), (1,4), or (2,4). 
ProoJ: First g, = xh where x, h are of order 2, 5 respectively. Let 
i, = f(gi), j, = f(x), and j, = f(h). Then 
10fI + 5i2 + 10f3 + 2j, + 8j, + 8fi = 220 - 40g. (*I 
Assume first that g, = t E Y. Suppose g, E NG (L). Then by 5.16, g, = uv’ 
with L< (u, v), the least common multiple of (u( and 10) is 10, and uv is 
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an involution. As A has no element of order 10, we may take u to be an 
involution and v of order 5. But now L d (u, v) = (u, UD), contradicting u 
and uv involutions. 
So g, E NG(L). Hence by 5.16, g, = UU’ with t < (u, v), the least com- 
mon multiple of 1uJ and Ju] is 4, and 1~~1 = 5. Then without loss lul = 4. 
Hence UEA-L, so as VEUL, VEA-L. By 6.8, v is not of order 4, so v is 
a transposition. Then as A = (u, v), up to conjugation in A, u = (1,2,3,4) 
and v = (4, 5). Also f3 = i, =O and XE tg,D, so fi +j, = 26 and 
HzZ2xS,. Indeed (fi, jz, j,, f2)=(10, 16, 5, 1) or (16, 10, 0, 0). Thus 
the left hand side of (* ) is 180, so g = 1. Therefore (1) holds. 
So we have reduced to the case g, E NG(L). Then by 5.17, x = t E F, 
g, = uv’, h = au’, and g, = tde’, with Ial = 5, uad= vae = 1, de is an involu 
tion, and L G <u, u, a). As above, (jz, js, fi) = (16, 5, 1) or (10, 0, 0), so 
2j, + Sj, + 8f3 = 80 or 20, respectively. Also i, = 4, f2 < 2, and fi d 6, so the 
left hand side of (*) is at most 120. Hence g = 1 and all inequalities are 
equalities. Thus the fixed point numbers listed in (2) are correct. Further 
as fi = 6, u and v are transpositions. Thus (u, o, a) lives in the set Z of 
Lemma 6.10. In a moment we check that two systems (G, a, S) and 
(G, .R, S’) in our set up are equivalent if and only if the corresponding 
triples (u, u, a) and (u’, v’, a’) are equivalent in the sense of 6.10. Then 6.10 
shows that (2) holds and completes the proof. To make this check observe 
that the action of NAutCG)(H) n N(L) on the sets S corresponds to the 
action of A on 3, t corresponds to [, while by 5.17, Q: and Q’, correspond 
to elements in the cosets A[ and A, respectively. So 4.4.2 completes the 
proof. 
We have reduced to the case S of type (2,6,4). As usual, g, = xh with 
X, h of order 2, 3, respectively. We let j, = f (x), j, = f (h), and i, = f (g:). 
Then 
19.8. 6fli-3i,+6f,+2j,+4j,f4fZ=84-24g. 
19.9. g, E NG (L). 
ProoJ If not, t= g, EJ C. If g, ENS then by 5.16, g2= UV’ and 
g, = tde’ with L < (u, v), vd = ue = 1, de = vu is an involution, and the least 
common multiple of IuI and IuI is 6. If u is an involution then 
(u, v > = (u, vu) is generated by a pair of involutions and hence is 
dihedral, contradicting L d (u, v>. So we may take v of order 6. Hence 
v E A - L, and then as u E vL, u 4: L. Therefore u is not of order 3, so u is 
also of order 6. Now 5.16 and 6.8 supply a contradiction. 
So g3E NG(L). Hence by 5.16, g3=uv’, g,= tde’, du=ev= 1, LG (u, v), 
the least common multiple of jr.41 and Iv] is 4, and (UU/ = 3. Thus we may 
481/135/2-7 
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take u of order 4, so as u E VL either 1~1 =4 or u is a transposition. In either 
case 6.8 supplies a contradiction. 
As g, E NG(L), g,, g, 4 NG (L). Hence x E Y-, so we write t for x. Also: 
19.10. j3=3, f2= 1 and i2=4. 
19.11. 3fI+3f,+j,=28-12g. 
Proo$ This follows from 19.8 and 19.10. 
19.12. One of the following holds: 
(1) g=O, HzZZ,xS,, fi=6, f3=0, j,=lO. 
(2) g = 0, Hz Z2 x A,, fi = 4, fj = 0, j, = 16. 
(3) g=O, HrS,,fI=4,f,=2, j,=lO. 
(4) g = 1, Hr Sg, fi = 0, f3 = 2, and j, = 10. 
(5) HrZ,xA,,f,=f,=O,j,=16. 
ProoJ: As g, E NG(L), fi = 0, 4, 6. If fi = 0 then g, ED and by 19.11, 
3f3+j2=28-12g. But f3=0 or 2 and j2=10 or 16, so g=l and 
(f3, j,) = (2, 10) or (0, 16). That is (4) or (5) holds. 
If fi = 6 then Hz Z, x S, and as 3f3 + j, = 10 - 12g, (1) holds. Finally if 
fi =4 then (2) or (3) holds. 
19.12. gr=uv’, h=taa’, and g3=tde’ with uad=vae=l, [al=3, 
L < (u, v, a), u, v, de are involutions, and there is no involution a E C,(a) 
with ua = v. 
ProoJ By 5.17 it remains only to consider the case where u = 1. Then 
L = (v, a) with d= a-‘, e = a-Iv, and de is an involution. But 
de = a-% = au is an involution, so u inverts a. Hence L = (a, a) is dihedral, 
a contradiction. 
We now observe that by 19.12, (u, D, a) is in the set B of 6.11. Further 
by 5.17, two genus 0 systems (G, Q, S) and (G, Q, S’) are equivalent if and 
only if (u, u, a) and (u’, v’, a’) are equivalent in the sense of 6.11, so 6.11 
and 19.12 show u, v E L and: 
19.13. If S is of type (2,6,4) then g=O, fi=4, f2=1, f(gi)=3, 
f(g:) = 4, S= (~9, taa’, t(a-%)(a-%)‘) and either 
(1) HrZ,xA,,f,=O, andf(gi)=16, or 
(2) HgSS,, f3=2, andf(g;)=lO. 
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Further there are exactly 4 equivalence classes of examples in each 
case, with representatives a= (1, 2, 3), u = (1, 4)(2, .5), and u = (1,2)(4, 5), 
(L5)(2, 3), (L4)(3, 5), and ( 1, 3)(2,4), respectively. 
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